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CHAPTER -1 

INTRODUCTION  
 

As the number of internet users is increasing at very high speed requirement of bandwidth is 

also raise. Due to increasing trend of online services and application like HDTV 

programming, video sharing, voice calls, P to P file transfer, Emails these services require 

large bandwidth to process. So WDM is a a technology of coming generation network due to 

its transmitting capacity of data at very bit rates (tb/sec). Theoretically, WDM is similar to 

FDM used in conventional electronic system. In basic working of WDM network different 

signals of different wavelength are multiplexed and send on single fiber, for crosstalk free 

communication two signals should not carry similar wavelength. For communication between 

source destination pair(s-d) light paths are required when network is wavelength routed. 

Wavelength converters change the wavelength from one to another along the route. While 

light path will hold the alike wavelength along all links it travel if wavelength converters are 

not available and is named as wavelength continuity constraint (WCC). RWA (routing and 

wavelength assignment) is important fundamental optimization problem in WDM network. 

RWA: is classified in two sections, in first it provide path and in second it provide 

wavelength for that connection to every connection request turn up in the network. Further 

connection request is of two types: static and dynamic. In case of static traffic all information 

about request for connection is priorily known and routes are decided according to the 

number of light path requests will be served in the network. But, in dynamic traffic 

conditions any knowledge about light path requests is not priorily known, requests are arrive 

randomly, and on demand route will be provided to particular request. Amount of wavelength 

needed to route packet in static traffic is less than in dynamic traffic because all connection 

requests/light paths are known in advance and routes for only those requests will be formed. 

Solving RWA problem in dynamic traffic is more challenging. To solve this RWA problem 

in WDM network Routing and Wavelength assignment are consider as a two individual tasks 

to solve. Further categorized routing techniques are named as fixed routing, fixed alternative 

routing and adaptive routing. In fixed routing scheme, if network sending data to fixed 

destination from fixed source, it always use similar fixed path to travel from source to 

destination, which lead to increase blocking probability because if resource for that fixed path 
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is exhausted the data packet will be blocked. While in fixed alternative routing scheme more 

than one or number of paths are available if any one path is blocked another alternative path 

to serve the data communication process, so this scheme offers supplementary QOS and 

decrease the connection blocking probability. 

             The rapid growth of Internet traffic has been the driving force for faster and more 

reliable data communication networks. Networking is a very promising technology to meet 

these ever increasing demands. Broadly speaking a computer network is an interconnected 

collection of interdependent computers that aid communication in numerous ways. Apart 

from providing a good communication medium, cost effectiveness and sharing of available 

resources (programs and data) are some of the advantages of networking. This rapid growth 

of internet traffic has been the driving force for faster and more reliable computer and data 

communication networks. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a very promising 

technology to meet the ever increasing demands of high capacity and bandwidth. In a WDM 

network several optical signals are sent on the same fiber using different wavelength 

channels. Sometimes, the term dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is used to 

distinguish the technology from the broadband WDM systems where two widely separated 

signals (typically 1310nm and 1550nm) share a common fiber. In DWDM up to 40 or 80 

signals are combined on the same fiber. WDM networks are a viable solution for emerging 

applications, such as supercomputer visualization and medical imaging, which need to 

provide high data transmission rate, low error rate and minimal propagation delay to a large 

number of users. Traditionally, only a small fraction of the fiber capacity was used, but by 

using WDM it is possible to exploit this huge capacity more efficiently. The possibility to use 

the existing fibers more efficiently makes WDM a very attractive alternative commercially, 

as it is very expensive to install new fibers in the ground. This is the case especially in 

densely populated areas like cities, where fibers must be dug under streets etc. WDM 

technology has been recognized as one of the key components of the future networks. The 

commercialization of WDM technology is progressing rapidly. Most important for the 

development of the WDM technology was the invention of Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier, 

(EDFA) an optical fiber amplifier in 1987. The optical fiber amplifier is a component capable 

of amplifying several optical signals at the same time without converting them first to 

electrical domain (opto-electronic amplification). It is also important to note that EDFAs can 

be used to amplify signals of different bit rates and modulations. Other important WDM 

components include lasers, receivers, wavelength division multiplexers, wavelength 
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converters, optical splitters and tunable filters amongst others. There is also wide interest 

towards the optical networking in academic community as it offers a rich research field for 

scientists from the component level up to the network protocols. 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

Theoretically, fiber has extremely high bandwidth (about 25 THz [terahertz]) in the 1.55 low-

attenuation band and this is thousands times of the total bandwidth of radio on the planet 

Earth [3]. However, only speed of a few gigabits per second is achieved because the rate at 

which an end user (a workstation) can access a network is limited by electronic speed, which 

is a few gigabits per second. Hence, it is extremely difficult to exploit all the bandwidth of a 

single fiber using a single high-capacity wavelength channel due to optical-electronic 

bandwidth mismatch or “electronic bottleneck.” The recent breakthroughs (Tb/s) are the 

result of two major developments: WDM, which is a method of sending many light beams of 

different wavelengths simultaneously down the core of an optical fiber and the EDFA, which 

amplifies signal at different wavelengths simultaneously regardless of their modulation 

scheme or speed. WDM is essentially same as frequency division multiplexing (FDM), which 

has been used in radio systems for more than a century. WDM systems use a carrier wave 

which is higher than that of an FDM channel by a million times in frequency (THz versus 

MHz). Within each WDM channel, it is possible to have FDM where the channel bandwidth 

is subdivided into many radio frequency channels each at a different frequency. This is called 

subcarrier multiplexing. A wavelength can also be shared among many nodes in a network 

by electronic time division multiplexing. Note that WDM eliminates the electronic bottleneck 

by dividing the optical transmission spectrum (1.55-micron band) into a number of non-

overlapping wavelength channels. These channels coexist on a single fiber with each 

wavelength supporting a single communication channel operating at a peak electronic speed. 

The attraction of WDM is that a huge increase in available bandwidth can be obtained 

without the huge investment necessary to deploy additional optical fiber. The DWDM 

technique effectively increases the total number of channels in a fiber by using very narrow 

spaced channels. Typically channel spacing ranges from 0.4 nm to 4 nm.  

WDM Optical Network 

WDM Optical Network is a network of computers in which the backbone is optical fiber 

cable and the mode of transmission is wavelength division multiplexing. The information 
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stream from multiple sources is optically combined by the star and the signal power of each 

stream is split and forwarded to all nodes through their fibers. Communication between 

source and destination may either be single-hop or it may be multi-hop. 

Wavelength Channels in Optical Spectrum 

WDM systems can be classified further on the basis of the Wavelength channels used. The 

first WDM systems were so-called broadband WDM systems, using two widely-separated 

signals (typically at 1310 nm and 1550 nm). On the other hand, the term DWDM refers to a 

technology used in backbone networks, where up to 40 or 80 signals are combined on the 

same fiber. Furthermore, there is coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM), where 

the channel spacing is 20nm in the range of 1270nm to 1610nm giving up to 18 channels in 

total. Unlike the other two, CWDM is targeted at metropolitan area networks. The 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has standardized the use of wavelength 

channels. Standard G.692 defines channel spacing for DWDM systems as 50 GHz or 100 

GHz around the reference frequency of 193.10 THz, as depicted in figure (1.1). The reference 

frequency 193.10 THz corresponds to about 1550 nm, and hence the proposal is meant for the 

1540 nm - 1560 nm pass band of the optical fiber. 

 

Figure 1.1: The optical spectrum and 8 wavelength channels. 

 

 

All-Optical Networks 

Initially, the WDM technique was used to increase the capacity of point-to-point optical 

links. At the end of each link the signal was converted back to the electrical domain and the 

gain was simply a larger link capacity. However, the trend has been towards transparent all-
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optical networks, where signal is routed through a network in optical domain. Something that 

was especially important for development of all-optical WDM networks was the invention of 

EDFA in 1987. The optical fiber amplifier, EDFA is a component capable of amplifying 

several optical signals at the same time without converting them first to the electrical domain 

(opto-electronic amplification). It is also worth noting that EDFAs can be used to amplify 

signals of different bit rates and modulations. Other important WDM components include 

light sources, tunable filters, optical switches, wavelength converters, optical amplifiers and 

wavelength division multiplexers. In future, these components will together enable us to build 

the transparent all-optical networks to meet the ever increasing capacity demands. 

Components of All-Optical WDM Network 

During recent years lots of efforts have been made for the development of better optical 

components to enable all-optical WDM-networks. The most important components are light 

sources, tunable optical filters, optical switches and of course the fiber. Different components 

are briefly presented in the following sections. 

Light Sources 

� Mechanically tuned lasers 

� Acousto-optically and electro-optically tuned lasers 

� Injection current tuned lasers 

� Switched sources 

� Array sources (using arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG) or distributed feedback 

(DFB) lasers) 

� Tunable Filters 

� Optical Cross-Connects/Switches 

� Wavelength Converters 

Wavelength conversion is a process of converting the signal from one wavelength on an 

incoming link to a different wavelength on an outgoing link and wavelength converters are 

devices which are used to perform these wavelength conversions. Wavelength conversion 

allows more efficient use of the network resources and without wavelength conversion the so 

called wavelength-continuity constraint has to be satisfied, i.e. the lightpath reserves the same 

wavelength all the way along the route. Hence, even if there are free channels available on 

every link of the network, some connections may not be configured unless wavelength 
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conversion is possible in some of the nodes. Again, an easy solution is to do the opto-

electronic wavelength conversion where the optical signal is first converted to the electrical 

domain and then reproduced in the optical domain at a different wavelength. This helps to 

improve the wavelength reuse in which wavelength can be spatially reused to carry different 

connections on different fiber links in the network. The drawback with this approach is the 

limited bit rate of electronics. There are four types of wavelength conversion: full wavelength 

conversion, limited wavelength conversion, fixed conversion and partial wavelength 

conversion. In full conversion any incoming wavelength can be shifted to any outgoing 

wavelength, while in limited conversion not all incoming channels can be connected to all 

outgoing channels. In fixed conversion each incoming channel may only be connected to one 

or more predetermined channels. In partial wavelength conversion, different nodes in the 

network can have different levels of wavelength conversion capability. Another approach is 

to do the conversion in the optical domain. Suggested solutions include using the four-wave 

mixing, fiber nonlinearities and cross modulation with active semiconductor devices.  

Optical Amplifiers 

The attenuation of optical signals is low in comparison to electrical signals. Still there is a 

possibility that long-distance links may require amplifiers in order to operate properly. The 

optical signal loses its energy because of transmission impairments in a fiber. Long distance 

optical transmission is possible only by signal amplifiers that provide a power boost to the 

signals. The traditional way to solve this problem is to convert the signal back to electrical 

domain for amplification and retransmit it optically. This approach requires knowledge of 

used bit rate and modulation. A new solution is to use amplifiers operating totally in optical 

domain. This solution is called Optical Amplifiers. Optical amplifiers can be placed in three 

different positions in a link. Power amplifier is placed at the beginning of a link to give a 

power boost to the clear signal. Pre amplifier is placed before the receiver and line amplifier 

is placed in the fiber. The three types of amplifiers which are mostly used are Semiconductor 

Optical Amplifiers (SOA), EDFA and Raman Amplifiers. Each of these types has specific 

spectral range and amplification gain. In particular, EDFA operating at 1540 nm region has 

proved to be an excellent choice for WDM systems. The amplifier is transparent to coding, 

bit-rate and thus suits well to all-optical framework. The gain of EDFA is between 25-51 dB 

and its spectral range is 35 nm around 1550 nm. A recent technology uses a circuit of EDFAs 

to fully exploit the spectrum of all-wave fiber and it is called ultra wide-band EDFA. 
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 Internet Protocol 

The Internet Protocol (IP) has been a massive success story during the last twenty years. The 

dawn of the internet was back in the 70’s when Arpanet was created. Arpanet was funded by 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the agency of U.S. Department of 

Defense (DoD) in charge of advanced research projects. Since then the internet has grown to 

a worldwide network and the number of computers connected to it has also grown extremely 

fast. Nowadays, the internet standards are defined within the Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF) which coordinates the standardization work in the internet community. The Requests 

for Comments (RFC) form the backbone of documents and describes how things are to be 

done on the internet. The IP defines a packet based way to communicate over a 

heterogeneous environment including slow modem links as well as high capacity backbone 

routes. Generally, IP network is a best effort network with no guarantee for any Quality of 

Service (QoS). 

SDH and SONET 

SDH stands for the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy and is widely used transmission system in 

Europe. SONET, Synchronous Optical Network is its American counterpart. SDH is defined 

by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), while the SONET is 

defined by the American National Standards Institution (ANSI). These standards define the 

line rates, coding schemes, bit-rate hierarchies, restoration and network management. 

Equipment from different vendors can be used together and network operators get more 

freedom in building their networks. Both systems use a small time frame containing header 

and a payload as a basic building block.  

 

 An ATM-cell  
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode 

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has received a lot of research interest during the 

last few years. It is a cell-oriented switching and multiplexing technology. In the ATM 

concept the basic building block is a 53-byte long cell divided into 5 bytes long header and 

48 bytes long payload as shown in figure (1.2). Originally, ATM was developed to support 

different kind of traffic (service classes) with different QoS requirements and intended to be 

used up to the end nodes, but currently it is mainly used in the backbone networks.  

Wavelength Routed WDM Optical Network 

Wavelength-routed WDM optical network have the potential to avoid three problems – lack 

of wavelength reuse, power splitting loss and scalability to Wide Area Networks (WANs); 

which are present in case of broadcast-and-select networks. A wavelength routed network 

consists of routing nodes (WXC) interconnected by point-to-point fiber links in an arbitrary 

topology. Each end node (end user) is connected to a WXC via an optical fiber link. The 

combination of end node and its corresponding WXC is referred as a network node. Each 

node is equipped with a set of transmitters and receivers for sending data into the network 

and receiving data from the network respectively, both of which may be wavelength-tunable. 

Actually, each switching node may support multiple end-users. Each node is equipped with a 

set of transmitters and receivers both of which may be wavelength tunable. A transmitter at a 

node sends data into the network and a receiver receives data from the network. The basic 

mechanism of communication in a wavelength-routed network is a lightpath. A lightpath is 

an optical communication channel between two nodes in the network and it may span for 

more than one fiber link. The intermediate nodes in fiber path route the lightpath in optical 

domain using their active switches. The end-nodes of the lightpath access lightpath with 

transmitters and receivers that are tuned to the wavelength on which that lightpath operates. 

One of the important requirements in control plane of a wavelength-routed optical network is 

to set up and take down optical connections which are established by lightpaths between 

source and destination nodes. When the wavelength conversion is not possible at intermediate 

routing nodes a lightpath must occupy the same wavelength on each link over its physical 

route. This restriction is known as the wavelength-continuity constraint [10]. Wavelength 

continuity constraint is an important constraint which uses same wavelength on every link of 
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the path to make a lightpath. This is true when OXCs in wavelength-routed optical network 

do not have wavelength conversion capability. On the contrary, when lightpath allocation is 

done link by link so that end-to-end optical path is a chain of lightpaths of different 

wavelengths. It is called a virtual wavelength path (VWP) (or semi-lightpath). This is a 

consequence of the fact that OXCs in wavelength-routed optical network provide the 

additional facility of wavelength conversion. We distinguish between static and dynamic 

lightpath depending upon the nature of traffic load in the network. When nature of the traffic 

pattern is static, a set of lightpath is established all at once that remain in the network for a 

long period of time. Such static lightpath establishment is relevant in the initial design and 

planning stage and the objective is to maximize the network throughput. For dynamic traffic 

scenario where traffic pattern changes rapidly, the network has to respond to the traffic 

demand quickly and economically. In such a dynamic traffic case, a lightpath is set up for 

each connection request as it arrives and lightpath is released after some finite amount of 

time. This is called Dynamic Lightpath Establishment (DLE). Given a WDM network, the 

problem of routing and assigning wavelength to lightpaths is of paramount importance in 

these networks. The clever algorithms are needed in order to ensure that Routing and 

Wavelength Assignment (RWA) function is performed using a minimum number of 

wavelengths. The number of available wavelengths in a fiber link plays a major role in these 

networks which is increasing day by day. 

A WDM-based transport network can be divided broadly into three layers; a physical layer, 

an optical layer and a client layer. Application of WDM technology has introduced an 

optical layer between lower physical medium layer and upper client layer. A set of lightpaths 

constitutes the optical layer (virtual layer). The optical layer provides client-independent or 

protocol-transparent client-switched service to a variety of clients that constitute the client 

layer. Thus the optical layer can support a variety of clients concurrently. A network with 

optical layer can be configured such that in the event of failures lightpaths can be rerouted 

over alternate paths automatically. This provides a high degree of reliability of the network. 

According to International Telecommunications Union–Telecommunication Standardization 

Sector (ITU-T) recommendation G.872, an optical layer can be further decomposed into three 

sub layers: an optical channel layer, an optical multiplex section layer and an optical 

transmission section layer. The functionality of the optical channel layer is to provide end-to-

end networking of lightpaths for transparently conveying the client data. The optical 

multiplex section layer concerns networking of aggregate multi-wavelength optical signals. 
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The optical transmission section layer concerns the transmission of optical signal on different 

kinds of optical media such as single-mode and multi-mode transmission. 

Wavelength Assignment and Conversion schemes 

There are two constraints that have to be kept in mind by the approaches when trying to solve 

RWA. In fact the constraints concern the second part of the problem, in which routes of 

lightpaths are assumed to be known in advance and what remains to be done is wavelength 

assignment (WA). The constraints are summarized below: 

� Distinct wavelength assignment constraint: All lightpaths sharing a common fiber 

must be assigned distinct wavelengths to avoid interference. This applies not only within 

the all-optical network but in access links as well. 

� Wavelength continuity constraint: The wavelength assigned to each lightpath remains 

the same on all the links it traverses from source end-node to destination end-node. 

The first constraint holds for solving wavelength assignment problem in any wavelength 

routing network. The second constraint applies only to the simple case of wavelength routing 

networks that have no wavelength conversion capability inside their nodes. Wavelength 

assignment is a unique feature in wavelength routed networks that distinguishes them from 

conventional networks. Based on the order in which the wavelengths are searched, 

wavelength assignment methods are classified into most-used, least-used, fixed-order and 

random-order [21, 22 and 28]. In the most-used wavelength assignment method, wavelengths 

are searched in non-increasing order of their utilization in network. This method tries to pack 

the lightpaths so that more wavelength continuous routes are available for the request that 

arrives later. In the least used wavelength assignment method, wavelengths are searched in 

non-decreasing order of their utilization in the network. This method spreads the lightpaths 

over different wavelengths. The idea here is that a new request can find a shorter route and a 

free wavelength on it. The argument is that the most-used wavelength assignment method 

may tend to choose a longer route as it always prefers the most-used wavelength. In the 

fixed-order wavelength assignment method, the wavelengths are searched in a fixed order. 

The wavelengths may be indexed and the wavelength with the lowest index is examined first. 

In the random wavelength assignment method the wavelength is chosen randomly from the 

free wavelengths. The most-used and least-used wavelength assignment methods are 

preferred for networks with centralized control. The other two methods are preferred for the 
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networks with distributed control. The numerical results reported in literature show that the 

most-used wavelength assignment method performs better than the least-used method and the 

fixed-order wavelength assignment method performs better than the random method. 

                One possible way to overcome the bandwidth loss caused by the wavelength 

continuity constraint is to use wavelength converters at the routing nodes. A wavelength 

converter is an optical device which is capable of shifting one wavelength to another 

wavelength. The capability of a wavelength converter is characterized by the degree of 

conversion. A converter which is capable of shifting a wavelength to any one of D 

wavelengths is said to have conversion degree D. The cost of a converter grows with the 

increasing conversion degree. A converter is said to have full degree of conversion when the 

conversion degree equals the number of wavelengths per fiber link. Otherwise, it is said to 

have partial or limited degree of conversion.  

The basic function of the wavelength converter is to convert an input wavelength to possibly 

different output wavelengths within operational bandwidth of WDM systems in order to 

improve their overall efficiency and hence the reuse factor is increased. Wavelength 

converters are one of the important building blocks of any WDM system as they enable reuse 

of wavelengths in that system. This process is needed in order to increase the overall system 

bandwidth and for wavelength routing. There are four possible forms of waveform 

conversion: full conversion, limited conversion, fixed conversion and sparse wavelength 

conversion. In full conversion type, any wavelength shifting is possible and therefore 

channels can be converted regardless of their wavelengths. In the limited conversion type, 

wavelength shifting is restricted so that not all combinations of channels may be connected. 

In the fixed conversion each channel may be connected to exactly one predetermined channel 

on all other links. Finally, in the sparse wavelength conversion, networks are comprised of a 

mixture of nodes having full and no wavelength conversion. An ideal converter has the 

characteristics such as transparent to bit rates and signal formats; ability to convert to both 

short and longer wavelength; has fast set-up time; has low chirp output and high signal-to-

noise ratio; simple to implement; polarization insensitivity; straightforward implementation. 

Due to multi-wavelength fiber optic systems interest is growing in converting signals from 

one wavelength to another. New schemes for wavelength conversion in the optical domain 

have been developed recently. One approach is to use a process like four-wave mixing. In 

this case, we combine the input signal with light at another wavelength to generate a different 
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wavelength. A second approach is to use light at one wavelength to control a semiconductor 

laser operating at another wavelength. Although simple in concept it turns out to be difficult 

in practice. A third scheme is to build an optically controlled gate which is essentially a 

modulator controlled by the input of light rather than by a voltage signal. It directly 

modulates a laser output or controls an external modulator that modulates another laser.  
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CHAPTER- 2 
 

WAVELENGTH-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING (WDM)  
 

Routing can be defined as the transfer of information (data) from source to destination 

through intermediate links. In optical networks, a light path must be assigned to the data 

when it is transferred within the optical network. For each connection request, a physical 

route is selected first or decided by the algorithm and then a wavelength is assigned, so that 

the information is transferred on that path. So the first part is the routing and second part is 

the wavelength assignment. Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) is expected to be a 

popular technique for constructing large optical networks interconnecting a large number of 

nodes. With suitable optical cross connects (OXC) at the nodes, such a network will allow 

very flexible switching of the various wavelengths and light-paths between the active source 

destination pairs. This flexibility in routing will make these networks easy to configure and 

operate and will also improve the reliability of the network by providing easy-to-set-up 

alternate paths in case of node and link failures.  

In fibre-optic communication, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM ) is a technology 

which multiplexes a number of optical carrier  signals onto a single optical fiber  by using 

different wave lengths (i.e., colours) of laser light. This technique enables bidirectional 

communications over one strand of fiber, as well as multiplication of capacity. 

The term wavelength-division multiplexing is commonly applied to an optical carrier, which 

is typically described by its wavelength, whereas frequency-division multiplexing  typically 

applies to a radio carrier which is more often described by frequency. This is purely 

convention because wavelength and frequency communicate the same information. 

WDM systems 

A WDM system uses a multiplexer at the  transmitter to join the several signals together, and 

a de -multiplexer at the receiver to split them apart. With the right type of fiber it is possible 

to have a device that does both simultaneously, and can function as an optical add-drop 

multiplexer. The optical filtering devices used have conventionally been etalons (stable solid-

state single-frequency Fabry–Pérot interferometers in the form of thin-film-coated optical 

glass). As there are three different WDM types, whereof one is called "WDM", we would 

normally use the notation "xWDM" when discussing the technology as such. 
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The concept was first published in 1978, and by 1980 WDM systems were being realized in 

the laboratory. The first WDM systems combined only two signals. Modern systems can 

handle 160 signals and can thus expand a basic 100 Gbit/s system over a single fiber pair to 

over 16 Tbit/s. A system of 320 channels in also present (12.5 GHz channel spacing, see 

below.) 

WDM systems are popular with telecommunications companies because they allow them to 

expand the capacity of the network without laying more fiber. By using WDM and optical 

amplifiers, they can accommodate several generations of technology development in their 

optical infrastructure without having to overhaul the backbone network. Capacity of a given 

link can be expanded simply by upgrading the multiplexers and demultiplexers at each end. 

This is often done by use of optical-to-electrical-to-optical (O/E/O) translation at the very 

edge of the transport network, thus permitting interoperation with existing equipment with 

optical interfaces. 

Most WDM systems operate on single-mode fiber optical cables, which have a core diameter 

of 9 µm. Certain forms of WDM can also be used in multi-mode fiber cables (also known as 

premises cables) which have core diameters of 50 or 62.5 µm. 

Early WDM systems were expensive and complicated to run. However, recent 

standardization and better understanding of the dynamics of WDM systems have made WDM 

less expensive to deploy. 

Optical receivers, in contrast to laser sources, tend to be wideband devices. Therefore, the 

demultiplexer must provide the wavelength selectivity of the receiver in the WDM system. 

WDM systems are divided into three different wavelength patterns, normal (WDM), coarse 

(CWDM) and dense (DWDM). Normal WDM (sometimes called BWDM) uses the two 

normal wavelengths 1310 and 1550 on one fiber. Coarse WDM provides up to 16 channels 

across multiple transmission windows of silica fibers. Dense wavelength division 

multiplexing (DWDM) uses the C-Band (1530 nm-1565 nm) transmission window but with 

denser channel spacing. Channel plans vary, but a typical DWDM system would use 40 

channels at 100 GHz spacing or 80 channels with 50 GHz spacing. Some technologies are 

capable of 12.5 GHz spacing (sometimes called ultra dense WDM). New amplification 

options (Raman amplification) enable the extension of the usable wavelengths to the L-band 

(1565 nm-1625 nm), more or less doubling these numbers. 

Coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) in contrast to DWDM uses increased 

channel spacing to allow less sophisticated and thus cheaper transceiver designs. To provide 

16 channels on a single fiber CWDM uses the entire frequency band spanning the second and 
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third transmission window (1310/1550 nm respectively) including both windows (minimum 

dispersion window and minimum attenuation window) but also the critical area where OH 

scattering may occur, recommending the use of OH-free silica fibers in case the wavelengths 

between second and third transmission windows are to be used. Avoiding this region, the 

channels 47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61 remain and these are the most commonly used. With 

OS2 fibers the water peak problem is overcome, and all possible 18 channels can be used. 

WDM, DWDM and CWDM are based on the same concept of using multiple wavelengths of 

light on a single fiber, but differ in the spacing of the wavelengths, number of channels, and 

the ability to amplify the multiplexed signals in the optical space. EDFA provide an efficient 

wideband amplification for the C-band, Raman amplification adds a mechanism for 

amplification in the L-band. For CWDM, wideband optical amplification is not available, 

limiting the optical spans to several tens of kilometres. 

Coarse WDM 

 

                        Series of SFP+ transceivers for 10 Gbit/s WDM communications 

Originally, the term "coarse wavelength division multiplexing" was fairly generic, and meant 

a number of different things. In general, these things shared the fact that the choice of channel 

spacings and frequency stability was such that erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) could 

not be utilized. Prior to the relatively recent ITU standardization of the term, one common 

meaning for coarse WDM meant two (or possibly more) signals multiplexed onto a single 

fiber, where one signal was in the 1550 nm band, and the other in the 1310 nm band. 

In 2002 the ITU standardized a channel spacing grid for use with CWDM (ITU-T G.694.2), 

using the wavelengths from 1270 nm through 1610 nm with a channel spacing of 20 nm. 

(G.694.2 was revised in 2003 to shift the actual channel centers by 1 nm, so that strictly 

speaking the center wavelengths are 1271 to 1611 nm). Many CWDM wavelengths below 

1470 nm are considered "unusable" on older G.652 specification fibers, due to the increased 

attenuation in the 1270–1470 nm bands. Newer fibers which conform to the G.652.C and 

G.652.D standards, such as Corning SMF-28e and Samsung Widepass nearly eliminate the 

"water peak" attenuation peak and allow for full operation of all 18 ITU CWDM channels in 

metropolitan networks. 
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The 10GBASE-LX4 10 Gbit/s physical layer standard is an example of a CWDM system in 

which four wavelengths near 1310 nm, each carrying a 3.125 gigabit-per-second (Gbit/s) data 

stream, are used to carry 10 Gbit/s of aggregate data. 

The main characteristic of the recent ITU CWDM standard is that the signals are not spaced 

appropriately for amplification by EDFAs. This therefore limits the total CWDM optical span 

to somewhere near 60 km for a 2.5 Gbit/s signal, which is suitable for use in metropolitan 

applications. The relaxed optical frequency stabilization requirements allow the associated 

costs of CWDM to approach those of non-WDM optical components. 

CWDM is also being used in cable television networks, where different wavelengths are used 

for the downstream and upstream signals. In these systems, the wavelengths used are often 

widely separated, for example the downstream signal might be at 1310 nm while the 

upstream signal is at 1550 nm. 

An interesting and relatively recent development relating coarse WDM is the creation of 

GBIC and small form factor pluggable (SFP) transceivers utilizing standardized CWDM 

wavelengths. GBIC and SFP optics allow for something very close to a seamless upgrade in 

even legacy systems that support SFP interfaces. Thus, a legacy switch system can be easily 

"converted" to allow wavelength multiplexed transport over a fiber simply by judicious 

choice of transceiver wavelengths, combined with an inexpensive passive optical 

multiplexing device. 

Passive CWDM is an implementation of CWDM that uses no electrical power. It separates 

the wavelengths using passive optical components such as bandpass filters and prisms. Many 

manufacturers are promoting passive CWDM to deploy fiber to the home. 

Dense WDM 

Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) refers originally to optical signals 

multiplexed within the 1550 nm band so as to leverage the capabilities (and cost) of erbium 

doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), which are effective for wavelengths between approximately 

1525–1565 nm (C band), or 1570–1610 nm (L band). EDFAs were originally developed to 

replace SONET/SDH optical-electrical-optical (OEO) re-generators, which they have made 

practically obsolete. EDFAs can amplify any optical signal in their operating range, 

regardless of the modulated bit rate. In terms of multi-wavelength signals, so long as the 

EDFA has enough pump energy available to it, it can amplify as many optical signals as can 

be multiplexed into its amplification band (though signal densities are limited by choice of 

modulation format). EDFAs therefore allow a single-channel optical link to be upgraded in 

bit rate by replacing only equipment at the ends of the link, while retaining the existing 
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EDFA or series of EDFAs through a long haul route. Furthermore, single-wavelength links 

using EDFAs can similarly be upgraded to WDM links at reasonable cost. The EDFA's cost 

is thus leveraged across as many channels as can be multiplexed into the 1550 nm band. 

DWDM systems 

At this stage, a basic DWDM system contains several main components: 

 

                                 WDM multiplexer for DWDM communications 

DWDM  terminal multiplexer .  

The terminal multiplexer contains a wavelength-converting transponder for each data signal, 

an optical multiplexer and where necessary an optical amplifier (EDFA). Each wavelength-

converting transponder receives an optical data signal from the client-layer, such as 

Synchronous optical networking [SONET /SDH] or another type of data signal, converts this 

signal into the electrical domain and re-transmits the signal at a specific wavelength using a 

1,550 nm band laser. These data signals are then combined together into a multi-wavelength 

optical signal using an optical multiplexer, for transmission over a single fiber (e.g., SMF-28 

fiber). The terminal multiplexer may or may not also include a local transmit EDFA for 

power amplification of the multi-wavelength optical signal. In the mid-1990s DWDM 

systems contained 4 or 8 wavelength-converting transponders; by 2000 or so, commercial 

systems capable of carrying 128 signals were available. 

An intermediate line repeater is placed approximately every 80–100 km to compensate for 

the loss of optical power as the signal travels along the fiber. The 'multi-wavelength optical 

signal' is amplified by an EDFA, which usually consists of several amplifier stages. 

An intermediate optical terminal, or optical add-drop multiplexer. This is a remote 

amplification site that amplifies the multi-wavelength signal that may have traversed up to 

140 km or more before reaching the remote site. Optical diagnostics and telemetry are often 

extracted or inserted at such a site, to allow for localization of any fiber breaks or signal 

impairments. In more sophisticated systems (which are no longer point-to-point), several 

signals out of the multi-wavelength optical signal may be removed and dropped locally. 
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1. A DWDM terminal demultiplexer. At the remote site, the terminal de-multiplexer 

consisting of an optical de-multiplexer and one or more wavelength-converting transponders 

separates the multi-wavelength optical signal back into individual data signals and outputs 

them on separate fibers for client-layer systems (such as SONET/SDH). Originally, this de-

multiplexing was performed entirely passively, except for some telemetry, as most SONET 

systems can receive 1,550 nm signals. However, in order to allow for transmission to remote 

client-layer systems (and to allow for digital domain signal integrity determination) such de-

multiplexed signals are usually sent to O/E/O output transponders prior to being relayed to 

their client-layer systems. Often, the functionality of output transponder has been integrated 

into that of input transponder, so that most commercial systems have transponders that 

support bi-directional interfaces on both their 1,550 nm (i.e., internal) side, and external (i.e., 

client-facing) side. Transponders in some systems supporting 40 GHz nominal operation may 

also perform forward error correction (FEC) via digital wrapper technology, as described in 

the ITU-T G.709 standard. 

Optical Supervisory Channel (OSC). This is data channel which uses an additional 

wavelength usually outside the EDFA amplification band (at 1,510 nm, 1,620 nm, 1,310 nm 

or another proprietary wavelength). The OSC carries information about the multi-wavelength 

optical signal as well as remote conditions at the optical terminal or EDFA site. It is also 

normally used for remote software upgrades and user (i.e., network operator) Network 

Management information. It is the multi-wavelength analogue to SONET's DCC (or 

supervisory channel). ITU standards suggest that the OSC should utilize an OC-3 signal 

structure, though some vendors have opted to use 100 megabit Ethernet or another signal 

format. Unlike the 1550 nm multi-wavelength signal containing client data, the OSC is 

always terminated at intermediate amplifier sites, where it receives local information before 

re-transmission. 

The introduction of the ITU-T G.694.1[3] frequency grid in 2002 has made it easier to 

integrate WDM with older but more standard SONET/SDH systems. WDM wavelengths are 

positioned in a grid having exactly 100 GHz (about 0.8 nm) spacing in optical frequency, 

with a reference frequency fixed at 193.10 THz (1,552.52 nm).[4] The main grid is placed 

inside the optical fiber amplifier bandwidth, but can be extended to wider bandwidths. The 

first commercial deployment of DWDM was made by Ciena Corporation on the Sprint 

network in June 1996.[5][6][7]  Today's DWDM systems use 50 GHz or even 25 GHz channel 

spacing for up to 160 channel operation.[8] 
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DWDM systems have to maintain more stable wavelength or frequency than those needed for 

CWDM because of the closer spacing of the wavelengths. Precision temperature control of 

laser transmitter is required in DWDM systems to prevent "drift" off a very narrow frequency 

window of the order of a few GHz. In addition, since DWDM provides greater maximum 

capacity it tends to be used at a higher level in the communications hierarchy than CWDM, 

for example on the Internet backbone and is therefore associated with higher modulation 

rates, thus creating a smaller market for DWDM devices with very high performance. These 

factors of smaller volume and higher performance result in DWDM systems typically being 

more expensive than CWDM. 

Recent innovations in DWDM transport systems include pluggable and software-tunable 

transceiver modules capable of operating on 40 or 80 channels. This dramatically reduces the 

need for discrete spare pluggable modules, when a handful of pluggable devices can handle 

the full range of wavelengths. 

Wavelength-converting transponders 

At this stage, some details concerning wavelength-converting transponders should be 

discussed, as this will clarify the role played by current DWDM technology as an additional 

optical transport layer. It will also serve to outline the evolution of such systems over the last 

10 or so years. 

As stated above, wavelength-converting transponders served originally to translate the 

transmit wavelength of a client-layer signal into one of the DWDM system's internal 

wavelengths in the 1,550 nm band (note that even external wavelengths in the 1,550 nm will 

most likely need to be translated, as they will almost certainly not have the required 

frequency stability tolerances nor will it have the optical power necessary for the system's 

EDFA). 

In the mid-1990s, however, wavelength converting transponders rapidly took on the 

additional function of signal regeneration. Signal regeneration in transponders quickly 

evolved through 1R to 2R to 3R and into overhead-monitoring multi-bitrate 3R regenerators. 

These differences are outlined below: 

1R 

Retransmission. Basically, early transponders were "garbage in garbage out" in that their 

output was nearly an analogue "copy" of the received optical signal, with little signal cleanup 

occurring. This limited the reach of early DWDM systems because the signal had to be 

handed off to a client-layer receiver (likely from a different vendor) before the signal 
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deteriorated too far. Signal monitoring was basically confined to optical domain parameters 

such as received power. 

2R 

Re-time and re-transmit. Transponders of this type were not very common and utilized a 

quasi-digital Schmitt-triggering method for signal clean-up. Some rudimentary signal-quality 

monitoring was done by such transmitters that basically looked at analogue parameters. 

3R 

Re-time, re-transmit, re-shape. 3R Transponders were fully digital and normally able to view 

SONET/SDH section layer overhead bytes such as A1 and A2 to determine signal quality 

health. Many systems will offer 2.5 Gbit/s transponders, which will normally mean the 

transponder is able to perform 3R regeneration on OC-3/12/48 signals, and possibly gigabit 

Ethernet, and reporting on signal health by monitoring SONET/SDH section layer overhead 

bytes. Many transponders will be able to perform full multi-rate 3R in both directions. Some 

vendors offer 10 Gbit/s transponders, which will perform Section layer overhead monitoring 

to all rates up to and including OC-192. 

Muxponder 

The muxponder (from multiplexed transponder) has different names depending on vendor. It 

essentially performs some relatively simple time-division multiplexing of lower-rate signals 

into a higher-rate carrier within the system (a common example is the ability to accept 4 OC-

48s and then output a single OC-192 in the 1,550 nm band). More recent muxponder designs 

have absorbed more and more TDM functionality, in some cases obviating the need for 

traditional SONET/SDH transport equipment. 

Reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM) 

As mentioned above, intermediate optical amplification sites in DWDM systems may allow 

for the dropping and adding of certain wavelength channels. In most systems deployed as of 

August 2006 this is done infrequently, because adding or dropping wavelengths requires 

manually inserting or replacing wavelength-selective cards. This is costly, and in some 

systems requires that all active traffic be removed from the DWDM system, because inserting 

or removing the wavelength-specific cards interrupts the multi-wavelength optical signal. 

With a ROADM, network operators can remotely reconfigure the multiplexer by sending soft 

commands. The architecture of the ROADM is such that dropping or adding wavelengths 

does not interrupt the "pass-through" channels. Numerous technological approaches are 

utilized for various commercial ROADMs, the tradeoff being between cost, optical power, 

and flexibility. 
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Optical cross connects (OXCs) 

When the network topology is a mesh, where nodes are interconnected by fibers to form an 

arbitrary graph, an additional fiber interconnection device is needed to route the signals from 

an input port to the desired output port. These devices are called optical cross connectors 

(OXCs). Various categories of OXCs include electronic ("opaque"), optical ("transparent"), 

and wavelength selective devices. 

Enhanced WDM 

Cisco's Enhanced WDM system combines 1 Gb Coarse Wave Division Multiplexing 

(CWDM) connections using SFPs and GBICs with 10 Gb Dense Wave Division 

Multiplexing (DWDM) connections using XENPAK, X2 or XFP DWDM modules. These 

DWDM connections can either be passive or boosted to allow a longer range for the 

connection. In addition to this, CFP modules deliver 100 Gbit/s Ethernet suitable for high 

speed Internet backbone connections. 

Transceivers versus transponders 

Transceivers – Since communication over a single wavelength is one-way (simplex 

communication), and most practical communication systems require two-way (duplex 

communication) communication, two wavelengths will be required (which might or might 

not be on the same fiber, but typically they will be each on a separate fiber in a so-called fiber 

pair). As a result, at each end both a transmitter (to send a signal over a first wavelength) and 

a receiver (to receive a signal over a second wavelength) will be required. A combination of a 

transmitter and a receiver is called a transceiver; it converts an electrical signal to and from 

an optical signal. There are usually transreceiver types based on WDM technology.  

Coarse WDM (CWDM) Transceivers: Wavelength 1270 nm, 1290 nm, 1310 nm, 1330 nm, 

1350 nm, 1370 nm, 1390 nm, 1410 nm, 1430 nm, 1450 nm, 1470 nm, 1490 nm, 1510 nm, 

1530 nm, 1550 nm, 1570 nm, 1590 nm, 1610 nm.  

Dense WDM (DWDM) Transceivers: Channel 17 to Channel 61 according to ITU-T.[10] 

Transponder – In practice, the signal inputs and outputs will not be electrical but optical 

instead (typically at 1550 nm). This means that in effect we need wavelength converters 

instead, which is exactly what a transponder is. A transponder can be made up of two 

transceivers placed after each other: the first transceiver converting the 1550 nm optical 

signal to/from an electrical signal, and the second transceiver converting the electrical signal 

to/from an optical signal at the required wavelength. Transponders that don't use an 

intermediate electrical signal (all-optical transponders) are in development. 
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See also transponders (optical communications) for different functional views on the meaning 

of optical transponders. 

Implementations 

There are several simulation tools that can be used to design WDM systems. 

� Add-drop multiplexer 

� Code division multiple access 

� Dark fiber 

� Differential quadrature phase shift keying 

� IPoDWDM 

� Multiwavelength optical networking 

� Optical mesh network 

� Optical Transport Network 

� Photodiode 

� Polarization mode dispersion 

� SELFOC Microlens 

� SFP transceiver 

� Spectrometer 

� Super-channel 

� Time-division multiplexing 

� Orbital angular momentum multiplexing 

� Frequency-division multiplexing 
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CHAPTER- 3 
OPTICAL MESH NETWORK  

Automatically Switched Transport Network (ASTN) has many capabilities, such as dynamic 

connection/routing, that make it attractive for traffic engineering and optimization of next 

generation large scale optical mesh backbones. With increasing traffic demand spanning large 

geographic areas, optical mesh networks need to grow rapidly in terms of degree of  

meshing, bandwidth, and number of nodes. This translates (among others) into: (1) an 

increasing broadcast traffic and message load at each node in the ASTN control plane, 

especially during links or nodes failures, where dynamic route  

computation is required. Maintaining the stability of the routing protocol, and preserving 

service quality (restoration, network-wide delay, etc) as the mesh network grows larger 

becomes a key requirement, (2) significant memory, bandwidth and processing requirements to 

maintain and update network topology databases, and (3) additional operational considerations 

for connections availability, network latency, fault isolation, link maintenance and 

correlation of failures.   

Optical mesh networks are a type of telecommunications network.Transport networks, the 

underlying optical fiber-based layer of telecommunications networks, have evolved from 

DCS (Digital Cross-connect system)-based mesh architectures in the 1980s, to SONET/SDH 

(Synchronous Optical Networking/Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) ring architectures in the 

1990s. Technological advancements in optical transport equipment in the first decade of the 

21st century, along with continuous deployment of DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division 

Multiplexing) systems, have led telecommunications service providers to replace their 

SONET ring architectures by mesh-based architectures. The new optical mesh networks 

support the same fast recovery previously available in ring networks while achieving better 

capacity efficiency and resulting in lower capital cost. 

 

 

                                 Transport network based on SONET/SDH ring architecture 
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Optical mesh networks today not only provide trunking capacity to higher-layer networks, 

such as inter-router or inter-switch connectivity in an IP, MPLS, or Ethernet-centric 

infrastructure, but also support efficient routing and fast failure recovery of high-bandwidth 

services. This was made possible by the emergence of optical network elements that have the 

intelligence required to automatically control certain network functions, such as fault 

recovery. 

Optical mesh networks enable Quality-of-Service protection and a variety of dynamic 

services such as bandwidth-on-demand, Just-In-Time bandwidth, bandwidth scheduling, 

bandwidth brokering, and optical virtual private networks that open up new opportunities for 

service providers and their customers alike. 

 

Example of mesh network: NSFNET 14nodes 

History of transport networks   

Transport networks, the underlying optical fiber-based layer of telecommunications 

networks, have evolved from Digital cross connect system (DCS)-based mesh architectures in 

the 1980s, to SONET/SDH (Synchronous Optical Networking/Synchronous Digital 

Hierarchy) ring architectures in the 1990s. In DCS-based mesh architectures, 

telecommunications carriers deployed restoration systems for DS3 circuits such as at&t 

FASTAR (FAST Automatic Restoration)[1][2][3]  and MCI Real Time Restoration (RTR),[4] 

restoring circuits in minutes after a network failure. In SONET/SDH rings, carriers 

implemented ring protection such as SONET Unidirectional Path Switched Ring (UPSR)[5] 

(also called Sub-Network Connection Protection (SCNP) in SDH networks) or SONET 

Bidirectional Line Switched Ring (BLSR)[6] (also called Multiplex Section - Shared 

Protection Ring (MS-SPRing) in SDH networks), protecting against and recovering from a 

network failure in 50 ms or less,[7] a significant improvement over the recovery time 

supported in DCS-based mesh restoration, and a key driver for the deployment of 

SONET/SDH ring-based protection. 
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There have been attempts at improving and/or evolving traditional ring architectures to 

overcome some of its limitations, with trans-oceanic ring architecture (defined in ITU-T Rec. 

G.841, "P-cycles" protection, next-generation SONET/SDH equipment that can handle 

multiple rings, or have the ability to not close the working or protection ring side, or to share 

protection capacity among rings (e.g., with Virtual Line Switched Ring (VLSR)[10]). 

Technological advancements in optical transport switches in the first decade of the 21st 

century, along with continuous deployment of dense wavelength-division multiplexing 

(DWDM) systems, have led telecommunications service providers to replace their SONET 

ring architectures by mesh-based architectures for new traffic. The new optical mesh 

networks support the same fast recovery previously available in ring networks while 

achieving better capacity efficiency and resulting in lower capital cost. Such fast recovery (in 

the tens to hundreds of milliseconds) in case of failures (e.g., network link or node failure) is 

achieved through the intelligence embedded in these new optical transport equipment, which 

allows recovery to be automatic and handled within the network itself as part of the network 

control plane, without relying on an external network management system. 

Optical mesh networks    

 

Switching, multiplexing, and grooming of traffic in an OEO device 

Optical mesh networks refer to transport networks that are built directly off the mesh-like 

fiber infrastructure deployed in metropolitan, regional, national, or international (e.g., trans-

oceanic) areas by deploying optical transport equipment that are capable of switching traffic 

(at the wavelength or sub-wavelength level) from an incoming fiber to an outgoing fiber. In 

addition to switching wavelengths, the equipment is typically also able to multiplex lower 

speed traffic into wavelengths for transport, and to groom traffic (as long as the equipment is 

so-called opaque - see subsection on transparency). Finally, these equipment also provide for 

the recovery of traffic in case of a network failure. As most of the transport networks evolve 

toward mesh topologies utilizing intelligent network elements (optical cross-connects or 

optical switches for provisioning and recovery of services, new approaches have been 

developed for the design, deployment, operations and management of mesh optical networks. 
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Optical switches build by companies such as Sycamore and Ciena (with STS-1 granularity of 

switching) and Tellium (with STS-48 granularity of switching) have been deployed in 

operational mesh networks. Calient has built all-optical switches based on 3D MEMS 

technology. 

Optical mesh networks today not only provide trunking capacity to higher-layer networks, 

such as inter-router or inter-switch connectivity in an IP, MPLS, or Ethernet-centric packet 

infrastructure, but also support efficient routing and fast failure recovery of high-bandwidth 

point-to-point Ethernet and SONET/SDH services. 

Recovery in optical mesh networks   

Shared backup path protection - after failure and recovery Optical mesh networks support the 

establishment of circuit-mode connection-oriented services. Multiple recovery mechanisms 

that provide different levels of protection or restoration  against different failure modes are 

available in mesh networks. Channel-, link-, segment- and path- protection are the most 

common protection schemes. Pcycles is another type of protection That leverages and extend

s ring-based protection. Restorationis another recovery method that can work on its own or 

complement faster protection schemes in case of multiple failures. 

           In path-protected mesh networks, some connections can be unprotected; others can be 

protected against single or multiple failures in various ways. A connection can be protected 

against a single failure by defining a backup path, diverse from the primary path taken by the 

connection over the mesh network. The backup path and associated resources can be 

dedicated to the connection (Dedicated Backup Path Protection, aka dedicated (1+1) path 

protection, Subnetwork Connection Protection (SNCP) in SDH networks, or UPSR in 

SONET ring networks), or shared among multiple connections (Shared Backup Path 

Protection), typically ones whose primary paths are not likely to fail at the same time, thereby 

avoiding contention for the shared resources in case of a single link or node failure. A 

number of other protection schemes such as the use of pre-emptible paths, or only partially 

diverse backup paths, can be implemented. Finally, multiple diverse routes can be designed 

so that a connection has multiple recovery routes and can recover even after multiple failures 

(examples of mesh networks across the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 

Transparency    

Traditional transport networks are made of optical fiber-based links between 

telecommunications offices, where multiple wavelengths are multiplexed to increase the 
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capacity of the fiber. The wavelengths are terminated on electronic devices called 

transponders, undergoing an optical-to-electrical conversion for signal Reamplification, 

Reshaping, and Retiming (3R). Inside a telecommunications office, the signals are then 

handled to and switched by a transport switch (aka optical cross-connect or optical switch) 

and either are dropped at that office, or directed to an outgoing fiber link where they are again 

carried as wavelengths multiplexed into that fiber link towards the next telecommunications 

office. The act of going through Optical-Electrical-Optical (O-E-O) conversion through a 

telecommunications office causes the network to be considered opaque. When the incoming 

wavelengths do not undergo an optical-to-electrical conversion and are switched through a 

telecommunications office in the optical domain using all-optical switches (also called 

photonic cross-connect, optical add-drop multiplexer, or Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop 

Multiplexer (ROADM) systems), the network is considered to be transparent. Hybrid 

schemes that leverage optical bypasses and provide limited O-E-O conversions at key 

locations across the network, are referred to as translucent networks. 

ROADM-based transparent optical mesh networks have been deployed in metropolitan and 

regional networks since the mid-2000s. In the early 2010s, operational long distance 

networks still tend to remain opaque, as there are transmission limitations and impairments 

that prevent the extension of transparency beyond a certain point.  

Routing in optical mesh networks    

Routing is a key control and operational aspect of optical mesh networks. In transparent or 

all-optical networks, routing of connections is tightly linked to the wavelength selection and 

assignment process (so-called Routing and Wavelength Assignment, or "RWA"). This is due 

to the fact that the connection remains on the same wavelength from end-to-end throughout 

the network (sometimes referred to as wavelength continuity constraint, in the absence of 

devices that can translate between wavelengths in the optical domain). In an opaque network, 

the routing problem is one of finding a primary path for a connection and if protection is 

needed, a backup path diverse from the primary path. Wavelengths are used on each link 

independently of each other's. Several algorithms can be used and combined to determine a 

primary path and a diverse backup path (with or without sharing of resource along the backup 

path) for a connection or service, such as: shortest path, including Dijkstra's algorithm; k-

shortest path, such as Yen's algorithm; edge and node-diverse or disjoint routing, including 

Suurballe's algorithm; and numerous heuristics. In general, however, the problems of optimal 
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routing for Dedicated Backup Path Protection with arbitrary Shared Risk Link Groups 

(SRLGs), and for Shared Backup Path Protection are NP-complete.  

Applications   

The deployment of optical mesh networks is enabling new services and applications for 

service providers to offer their customers, such as 

� Quality of Service (QoS) protection, allowing services with different levels of 

protection: pre-emptable, unprotected, protected with guaranteed recovery against 

single link or single node failure, protected against multiple failures (through a 

combination of protection[12] and restoration[13]) 

� Dynamic services such as Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD), Just-In-Time (JIT) 

bandwidth, bandwidth scheduling, and bandwidth brokering 

� Optical virtual private networks 

� Multicast lightpaths 

� It also supports new network paradigms such as 

� IP-over-optical network architectures. 
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CHAPTER- 4 
ROUTING AND WAVELENGTH ASSIGMENT  

 

The general objective of the RWA problem is to maximize the number of established 

connections. Each connection request must be given a route and wavelength. The wavelength 

must be consistent for the entire path, unless the usage of wavelength converters is assumed. 

Two connections requests can share the same optical link, provided a different wavelength is 

used. 

Methodology  

Given the complexity of RWA, there are two general methodologies for solving the problem: 

• The first method is solving the routing portion first, and then assigning a wavelength 

second. Three types of route selection are Fixed Path Routing, Fixed Alternate Routing, and 

Adaptive Routing. 

• The second approach is to consider both route selection and wavelength assignment 

jointly. 

First routing, then wavelength assignment  

Routing algorithms  

Fixed path routing  

Fixed path routing is the simplest approach to finding a lightpath. The same fixed route for a 

given source and destination pair is always used. Typically this path is computed ahead of 

time using a shortest path algorithm, such as Dijkstra's Algorithm. While this approach is 

very simple, the performance is usually not sufficient. If resources along the fixed path are in 

use, future connection requests will be blocked even though other paths may exist. 

The SP-1 (Shortest Path, 1 Probe) algorithm is an example of a Fixed Path Routing solution. 

This algorithm calculates the shortest path using the number of optical routers as the cost 

function.  

            A single probe is used to establish the connection using the shortest path. The running 

ime is the cost of Dijkstra's algorithm:  where is the number of edges and is the number of 

routers. The running time is just a constant if a predetermined path is used. This definition of 

SP-1 uses the hop count as the cost function. The SP-1 algorithm could be extended to use 

different cost functions, such as the number of EDFAs. 

Fixed alternate routing        

Fixed alternate routing is an extension of fixed path routing. Instead of having just one fixed 

route for a given source and destination pair, several routes are stored. The probes can be sent 
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in a serial or parallel fashion. For each connection request, the source node attempts to find a 

connection on each of the paths. If all of the paths fail, then the connection is blocked. If 

multiple paths are available, only one of them would be utilized. 

The SP-(Shortest Path, Probes,) algorithm is an example of Fixed Alternate Routing. This 

algorithm calculates the shortest paths using the number of optical routers as the cost 

function. The running time using Yen's algorithm is where the number of edges is, is the 

Number of routers, and is the number of paths. The running time is a constant factor if the 

paths are precomputed. 

Adaptive routing    

The major issue with both fixed path routing and fixed alternate routing is that neither 

algorithm takes into account the current state of the network. If the predetermined paths are 

not available, the connection request will become blocked even though other paths may exist. 

Fixed Path Routing and Fixed Alternate Routing are both not quality aware. For these 

reasons, most of the research in RWA is currently taking place in Adaptive algorithms. Five 

examples of Adaptive Routing are LORA, PABR, IA-BF, IA-FF, and AQoS. 

         Adaptive algorithms fall into two categories: traditional and physically aware. 

Traditional adaptive algorithms do not consider signal quality, however, physically aware 

adaptive algorithms do. 

Traditional adaptive RWA   

The lexicographical routing algorithm (LORA) algorithm was proposed in.[5] The main idea 

behind LORA is to route connection requests away from congested areas of the network, 

increasing the probability that connection requests will be accepted. This is accomplished by 

setting the cost of each link to be where is parameter that can be dynamically adjusted 

according to the traffic load and is the number of wavelengths in use on link . A standard 

shortest path algorithm can then be used to find the path. This requires each optical switch to 

broadcast recent usage information periodically. Note that LORA does not consider any 

physical impairments. When is equal to one, the LORA algorithm is identical to the SP 

algorithm. Increasing the value of will increase the bias towards less used routes. The optimal 

value can be calculated using the well-known hill climbing algorithm. The optimal values of 

were between 1.1 and 1.2 in the proposal. 

Physically aware adaptive RWA  

The physically aware backward reservation algorithm (PABR) is an extension of LORA. 

PABR is able to improve performance in two ways: considering physical impairments and 

improved wavelength selection. As PABR is searching for an optical path, paths with an 
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unacceptable signal quality due to linear impairments are pruned. In other words, PABR is 

LORA with an additional quality constraint. 

Note that PABR can only consider linear impairments. The nonlinear impairments, on the 

other hand, would not be possible to estimate in a distributed environment due to their 

requirement of global traffic knowledge. 

PABR also considers signal quality when making the wavelength selection. It accomplishes 

this by removing from consideration all wavelengths with an unacceptable signal quality 

level. The approach is called Quality First Fit and it is discussed in the following section. 

           It should also be noted that both LORA and PABR can be implemented with either 

single-probing or multi-probing. The maximum number of probes is denoted as LORA-or 

PABR- With single-probing, only one path is selected by the route selection. With multi-

probing, multiple paths are attempted in parallel, increasing the probability of connection 

success. 

Other routing approaches    

IA-BF  - The Impairment Aware Best Fit (IA-BF) algorithm was proposed in. This algorithm 

is a distributed approach that is dependent upon a large amount of communication to use 

global information to always pick the shortest available path and wavelength. This is 

accomplished through the use of serial multi-probing. The shortest available path and 

wavelength are attempted first, and upon failure, the second shortest available path and 

wavelength are attempted. This process continues until a successful path and wavelength 

have been found or all wavelengths have been attempted. 

The multi-probing approach will allow IA-BF to outperform both PABR-1 and LORA-1. 

However, as the number of probes increases, the performance of the algorithms is similar. 

IA-FF  - Impairment Aware First Fit (IA-FF) is a simple extension of IA-BF. Instead of 

picking the wavelengths in terms of the minimum cost, the wavelengths are selected in order 

according to their index. IA-BF tends to outperform IA-FF under most scenarios. 

AQoS - Adaptive Quality of Service (AQoS) was proposed in.[7] This algorithm is unique in a 

couple of ways. First, each node maintains two counters: and the purpose of each counter is 

to determine which issue is a bigger factor in blocking: Path and wavelength availability or 

Quality requirements. The algorithm chooses routes differently based upon the larger issue. 

Another distinction is that AQoS uses the Q-factor as the link cost. The cost of the link is 

calculated by this formula where is the number of lightpaths on the link, and are the quality 

factor measurements of the lightpath at the source and destination nodes of the link, 

respectively. The repeated quality factor estimations are computationally very 
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expensive. This algorithm is single probing approach. The multi-probing approach, which the 

paper names ALT-AQoS (alternate AQoS) is a simple extension upon the same basic idea. 

Wavelength assignment    

Two of the most common methods for wavelength assignment are First Fit and Random Fit. 

First Fit chooses the available wavelength with the lowest index. Random Fit determines 

which wavelengths are available and then chooses randomly amongst them. The complexity 

of both algorithms is , where is the number of wavelengths. First Fit outperforms Random Fit. 

An extension to First Fit and Random Fit was proposed in [5] to consider signal quality. 

Quality First Fit and Quality Random Fit eliminate from consideration wavelengths which 

have an unacceptable signal quality. The complexity of these algorithms is higher though, as 

up to calls to estimate the Q-factor are required. 

There are several other wavelength assignment algorithms: Least Used, Most Used, Min 

Product, Least Loaded, Max Sum,[8] and Relative Capacity Loss.[9] Most Used outperforms 

Least Used use significantly, and slightly outperforms First Fit. Min Product, Least Loaded, 

Max Sum, and Relative Capacity Loss all try to choose a wavelength that minimizes the 

probability that future requests will be blocked. 

A significant disadvantage of these algorithms is that they require a significant 

communication overhead, making them unpractical to implement unless you have a 

centralized network structure. 

Joint routing and wavelength assignment    

An alternate approach to selecting a route and wavelength separately is to consider them 

jointly. These approaches tend to more theoretical and not very practical. As this is a NP-

complete problem, any exact solution is likely not be possible. The approximation techniques 

usually aren't very useful either, as they will require centralized control and, usually, 

predefined traffic demands. Two joint approaches are ILP formulation and Island Hopping. 

The ILP formulation listed above can be solved using a traditional ILP solver. This is 

typically done by temporarily relaxing the integer constraints, solving the problem optimally, 

and converting the real solution to an integer solution. Additional constraints can be added 

and the process repeated indefinitely using a branch and bound approach. 

In the authors report on the algorithm which can be used to solve efficiently and optimally a 

constrained RWA problem. The authors study a constrained routing and spectrum assignment 

(RSA) problem, which can be reduced to a constrained RWA problem by requesting one 

slice. The constriction limits the path length. 
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CHAPTER- 5 
LINK PROTECTION  

  

Link protection is designed to safeguard networks from failure. Failures in high-speed 

networks have always been a concern of utmost importance. A single fiber cut can lead to 

heavy losses of traffic and protection-switching techniques have been used as the key source 

to ensure survivability in such networks. Survivability can be addressed in many layers in a 

network and protection can be performed at the physical layer (SONET/SDH, Optical 

Transport Network), Layer 2 (Ethernet, MPLS) and Layer 3 (IP). 

Protection architectures like Path protection and Link protection safeguard the above-

mentioned networks from different kinds of failures. In path protection, a backup path is used 

from the source to its destination to bypass the failure. In Link protection, the end nodes of 

the failed link initiate the protection. These nodes detect the fault and are responsible to 

initiate the protection mechanisms in order to detour the affected traffic from the failed link 

onto predetermined reserved paths. Other types of protection are channel-, segment- and p-

cycle protection. 

Link Protection in the Optical Transport Layer 

In older high-speed transport networks, the SONET layer (also SDH) was the main client of 

the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) layer. For this reason, before WDM protection 

schemes were defined, SONET protection mechanisms were mainly adopted to guarantee 

optical network survivability. When the WDM layer was created, the optical networks 

survivability techniques in consideration were mainly based on many elements of SONET 

protection in order to ensure maximum compatibility with the legacy systems (SONET 

systems). Hence some of the WDM-layer protection techniques are very similar to 

SONET/SDH protection techniques in the case of ring networks.[1] 

Ring-Based protection   
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A four-fiber BLSR: Two fibers are used as working fibers and the other two are used as 

protection fibers, to be utilized in the case of a failure. 

In the case of a link or network failure, the simplest mechanism for network survivability is 

automatic protection switching (APS). APS techniques involve reserving a protection channel 

(dedicated or shared) with the same capacity of the channel or element being protected.[2] 

When a shared protection technique is used, an APS protocol is needed to coordinate access 

to the shared protection bandwidth.[3] An example of a link-based protection architecture at 

the Optical Transport Network layer is a Bidirectional Line Switched Ring (BLSR). In a 

BLSR, every link can carry both the working and backup traffic at the same time and hence 

does not require backup links. Unlike a UPSR (see SONET), in a BLSR, under normal 

circumstances, the protection fiber is unused and this is beneficial to ISP’s since they can use 

the protection fiber to send lower priority traffic (using protection bandwidth) like data traffic 

and voice traffic. 

There are two architectures for BLSRs. The four-fiber BLSR and the two-fiber BLSR. In a 

four-fiber BLSR, two fibers are used as working fibers and the other two are used as 

protection fibers, to be utilized in the case of a failure. Four-fiber BLSRs use two types of 

protection mechanisms during failure recovery, namely ring and span switching. In span 

switching, when the source or destination on a link fails, traffic gets routed onto the 

protection fiber between the two nodes on the same link and when a fiber or cable cut occurs, 

service is restored using the ring switching mechanism. 

In a two-fiber BLSR, the protection fibers are contained within the working fibers (like a 

four-fiber BLSR) and both the fibers are used to carry working traffic whilst keeping only 

half the capacity on each fiber for protection purposes. Two-fiber BLSRs also benefit from 

the ring switching but cannot perform span switching like a four-fiber BLSR. 

Due to its efficiency in protection, BLSRs are widely deployed in long haul and interoffice 

networks, where the traffic pattern is more distributed than in access networks. Most metro 

carriers have deployed two-fiber BLSRs, while many long-haul carriers have deployed four-

fiber BLSRs since they can handle more load than two-fiber BLSRs.  

Mesh-based protection      

The techniques mentioned above for SONET and WDM networks can also be applied to 

mesh network architectures provided there are ring decompositions for the mesh 

architectures; and use well defined protection-switching schemes to restore service when a 

failure occurs. The three most notable ring-based protection techniques for mesh networks 

are ring covers, cycle double covers and p-cycles (pre-configured protection cycles). 
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The main goal of the ring cover technique is to find a set of rings that covers all the network 

links and then use these rings to protect the network against failures. Some network links in 

the ring cover might get used in more than one ring which can cause additional redundancy in 

the network and because of this reason, scaling down redundancy is the primary focus of this 

technique. 

The cycle double covers technique provides one protection fiber for each working fiber (like 

in SONET rings) keeping 100% redundancy. This technique was initially proposed to remove 

the additional redundancy issue caused by the ring cover scheme. The p-cycle technique is 

based on the property of a ring to protect not only its own links, but also any possible links 

connecting two non-adjacent ring nodes called chordal links. By doing this, p-cycles reduce 

the redundancy required to protect a mesh network against link failure. There are two types of 

p-cycles namely link p-cycles and node p-cycles. Link p-cycles protect all channels on a link 

whereas a node p-cycle protects all the connections traversing a node. 

One of the best features of p-cycles is its ability to allow savings in spare resources and they 

are also recognized to be the most efficient protection structures as for capacity minimization. 

However, p- cycle planning is an NP-hard problem and is not scalable.  

Another technique called the generalized loopback technique can be included under ring-

based approaches. Although it is not strictly considered as one of the mesh-based ring 

protection techniques, its usage of a loopback operation is similar to the APS operation in 

rings to switch the signal from working to the redundant capacity.  

Link protection in the Client/Service Layer    

Protection in Ethernet   

Ethernet links use link aggregation as a mechanism to recover from failures. Even when a 

link fails, its link capacity gets reduced but the communication system keeps working without 

interruptions in data flow.  

Other terms used to describe link aggregation include IEEE 802.1ax (formerly knows as 

802.3ad), link bundling or NIC teaming. 

Protection in IP    

In recent years, packet based networks made a big leap and almost every single service 

provided (voice, IP-TV, etc.) is IP based. This is due to the reason that the IP layer has long 

provided best-effort services.[3] 

IP uses dynamic, hop-by-hop routing of packets and if there is a link failure, the routing 

protocols (OSPF or IS-IS) operates in a distributed manner and updates the routing table at 

each router in the domain. This process can get slow and cause heavy delays in the network. 
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In order to avoid slow recovery, every IP link can be protected using protocols at the lower 

levels which will help the IP links to recover by itself instead of waiting for the IP routing 

table to change. For example, IP links can be realized by protected MPLS using Label 

Switched Paths – LSPs (IP over MPLS). 

Protection in MPLS Networks   

 

Between LSRs A and B a tunnel (orange) is set up. When the link between LSR A and B 

fails, the initial LSP (black) is redirected down the orange tunnel so that there is no disruption 

of data flow between A and B. 

MPLS 

MPLS based networks use fast re-route as its network resiliency mechanism. In MPLS fast 

re-route, MPLS data can be directed around a link failure without the need to perform any 

signaling when a failure is detected. One form of fast re-route is called Link Protection.[6] In 

this protection, an LSP tunnel is set up through the network to provide a backup for a 

vulnerable physical link. The LSP provides a parallel virtual link. When the physical link 

fails, the upstream node switches traffic to the virtual link so that data continues to flow with 

a minimal disruption. 

The capacity of the backup LSP should be sufficient to carry the protected LSPs. Depending 

on the LSPs, the capacity needs to be configured. For instance, if all the LSPs are to be 

protected, then the net capacity should equal the bandwidth of the protected link. By doing 

this, the backup bandwidth would increase if multiple links were to be protected. On the other 

hand, by leaving some LSPs over the link unprotected, the backup bandwidth can be reduced.  
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CHAPTER- 6 

PASSIVE OPTICAL NETWORK  

Passive optical network (PON) is a telecommunications technology that implements a point-

to-multipoint architecture, in which unpowered fiber optic splitters are used to enable a single 

optical fiber to serve multiple end-points such as customers, without having to provision 

individual fibers between the hub and customer. 

A PON consists of an optical line terminal (OLT) at the service provider's central office (hub) 

and a number of optical network units (ONUs) or optical network terminals (ONTs), near end 

users. A PON reduces the amount of fiber and central office equipment required compared 

with point-to-point architectures. A passive optical network is a form of fiber-optic access 

network. In most cases, downstream signals are broadcast to all premises sharing multiple 

fibers. Encryption can prevent eavesdropping. Upstream signals are combined using a 

multiple access protocol, usually time division multiple access (TDMA). 

 
                                        Downstream traffic in active (top) vs. passive optical network 
 

History 
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Two major standard groups, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and 

the Telecommunication Standardization Sector of the International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU-T), develop standards along with a number of other industry organizations. The 

Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) also specified radio frequency over 

glass for carrying signals over a passive optical network. 

FSAN and ITU    

Starting in 1995, work on fiber to the home architectures was done by the Full Service 

Access Network (FSAN) working group, formed by major telecommunications service 

providers and system vendors.[1] The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) did 

further work, and standardized on two generations of PON. The older ITU-T G.983 standard 

was based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), and has therefore been referred to as 

APON (ATM PON). Further improvements to the original APON standard – as well as the 

gradual falling out of favor of ATM as a protocol – led to the full, final version of ITU-T 

G.983 being referred to more often as broadband PON, or BPON. A typical APON/BPON 

provides 622 megabits per second (Mbit/s) (OC-12) of downstream bandwidth and 155 

Mbit/s (OC-3) of upstream traffic, although the standard accommodates higher rates. 

The ITU-T G.984 Gigabit-capable Passive Optical Networks (GPON) standard represented 

an increase, compared to BPON, in both the total bandwidth and bandwidth efficiency 

through the use of larger, variable-length packets. Again, the standards permit several choices 

of bit rate, but the industry has converged on 2.488 gigabits per second (Gbit/s) of 

downstream bandwidth, and 1.244 Gbit/s of upstream bandwidth. GPON Encapsulation 

Method (GEM) allows very efficient packaging of user traffic with frame segmentation. 

By mid-2008, Verizon had installed over 800,000 lines. British Telecom, BSNL, Saudi 

Telecom Company, Etisalat, and AT&T were in advanced trials in Britain, India, Saudi 

Arabia, the UAE, and the USA, respectively. GPON networks have now been deployed in 

numerous networks across the globe, and the trends indicate higher growth in GPON than 

other PON technologies. 

G.987 defined 10G-PON with 10 Gbit/s downstream and 2.5 Gbit/s upstream – framing is 

"G-PON like" and designed to coexist with GPON devices on the same network.  

Security   

Developed in 2009 by Cable Manufacturing Business to meet SIPRNet requirements of the 

US Air Force, secure passive optical network (SPON) integrates gigabit passive optical 

network (GPON) technology and protective distribution system (PDS). 
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Changes to the NSTISSI 7003 requirements for PDS and the mandate by the US federal 

government for GREEN technologies allowed for the US federal government consideration 

of the two technologies as an alternative to active Ethernet and encryption deviсes. 

The chief information officer of the United States Department of the Army issued a directive 

to adopt the technology by fiscal year 2013. It is marketed to the US military by companies 

such as Telos Corporation. 

 IEEE  

In 2004, the Ethernet PON (EPON or GEPON) standard 802.3ah-2004 was ratified as part of 

the Ethernet in the first mile project of the IEEE 802.3. EPON uses standard 802.3 Ethernet 

frames with symmetric 1 gigabit per second upstream and downstream rates. EPON is 

applicable for data-centric networks, as well as full-service voice, data and video networks. 

10 Gbit/s EPON or 10G-EPON was ratified as an amendment IEEE 802.3av to IEEE 802.3. 

10G-EPON supports 10/1 Gbit/s. The downstream wavelength plan support simultaneous 

operation of 10 Gbit/s on one wavelength and 1 Gbit/s on a separate wavelength for operation 

of IEEE 802.3av and IEEE 802.3ah on the same PON concurrently. The upstream channel 

can support simultaneous operation of IEEE 802.3av and 1 Gbit/s 802.3ah simultaneously on 

a single shared (1310 nm) channel. 

There are currently over 40 million installed EPON ports making it the most widely deployed 

PON technology globally. EPON is also the foundation for cable operators’ business services 

as part of the DOCSIS Provisioning of EPON (DPoE) specifications. 

Network elements   

A PON takes advantage of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), using one wavelength 

for downstream traffic and another for upstream traffic on a single mode fiber (ITU-T 

G.652). BPON, EPON, GEPON, and GPON have the same basic wavelength plan and use 

the 1490 nanometer (nm) wavelength for downstream traffic and 1310 nm wavelength for 

upstream traffic. 1550 nm is reserved for optional overlay services, typically RF (analog) 

video. 

As with bit rate, the standards describe several optical budgets, most common is 28 dB of loss 

budget for both BPON and GPON, but products have been announced using less expensive 

optics as well. 28 dB corresponds to about 20 km with a 32-way split. Forward error 

correction (FEC) may provide for another 2–3 dB of loss budget on GPON systems. As 

optics improve, the 28 dB budget will likely increase. Although both the GPON and EPON 

protocols permit large split ratios (up to 128 subscribers for GPON, up to 32,768 for EPON), 

in practice most PONs are deployed with a split ratio of 1:32 or smaller. 
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A PON consists of a central office node, called an optical line terminal (OLT), one or more 

user nodes, called optical network units (ONUs) or optical network terminals (ONTs), and 

the fibers and splitters between them, called the optical distribution network (ODN). “ONT” 

is an ITU-T term to describe a single-tenant ONU. In multiple-tenant units, the ONU may be 

bridged to a customer premises device within the individual dwelling unit using technologies 

such as Ethernet over twisted pair, G.hn (a high-speed ITU-T standard that can operate over 

any existing home wiring - power lines, phone lines and coaxial cables) or DSL. An ONU is 

a device that terminates the PON and presents customer service interfaces to the user. Some 

ONUs implement a separate subscriber unit to provide services such as telephony, Ethernet 

data, or video. 

An OLT provides the interface between a PON and a service provider′s core network. These 

typically include: 

� IP traffic over Fast Ethernet, gigabit Ethernet, or 10 Gigabit Ethernet; 

� Standard TDM interfaces such as SDH/SONET; 

� ATM UNI at 155–622 Mbit/s. 

The ONT or ONU terminates the PON and presents the native service interfaces to the user. 

These services can include voice (plain old telephone service (POTS) or voice over IP 

(VoIP)), data (typically Ethernet or V.35), video, and/or telemetry (TTL, ECL, RS530, etc.) 

Often the ONU functions are separated into two parts: 

� The ONU, which terminates the PON and presents a converged interface—such as 

DSL, coaxial cable, or multiservice Ethernet—toward the user; 

� Network termination equipment (NTE), which inputs the converged interface and 

outputs native service interfaces to the user, such as Ethernet and POTS. 

A PON is a shared network, in that the OLT sends a single stream of downstream traffic that 

is seen by all ONUs. Each ONU only reads the content of those packets that are addressed to 

it. Encryption is used to prevent eavesdropping on downstream traffic. 

Upstream bandwidth allocation   

The OLT is responsible for allocating upstream bandwidth to the ONUs. Because the optical 

distribution network (ODN) is shared, ONU upstream transmissions could collide if they 

were transmitted at random times. ONUs can lie at varying distances from the OLT, meaning 

that the transmission delay from each ONU is unique. The OLT measures delay and sets a 

register in each ONU via PLOAM (physical layer operations and maintenance) messages to 

equalize its delay with respect to all of the other ONUs on the PON. 
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Once the delay of all ONUs has been set, the OLT transmits so-called grants to the individual 

ONUs. A grant is permission to use a defined interval of time for upstream transmission. The 

grant map is dynamically re-calculated every few milliseconds. The map allocates bandwidth 

to all ONUs, such that each ONU receives timely bandwidth for its service needs. 

Some services – POTS, for example – require essentially constant upstream bandwidth, and 

the OLT may provide a fixed bandwidth allocation to each such service that has been 

provisioned. DS1 and some classes of data service may also require constant upstream bit 

rate. But much data traffic, such as browsing web sites, is bursty and highly variable. 

Through dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA), a PON can be oversubscribed for upstream 

traffic, according to the traffic engineering concepts of statistical multiplexing. (Downstream 

traffic can also be oversubscribed, in the same way that any LAN can be oversubscribed. The 

only special feature in the PON architecture for downstream oversubscription is the fact that 

the ONU must be able to accept completely arbitrary downstream time slots, both in time and 

in size.) 

In GPON there are two forms of DBA, status-reporting (SR) and non-status reporting (NSR). 

In NSR DBA, the OLT continuously allocates a small amount of extra bandwidth to each 

ONU. If the ONU has no traffic to send, it transmits idle frames during its excess allocation. 

If the OLT observes that a given ONU is not sending idle frames, it increases the bandwidth 

allocation to that ONU. Once the ONU's burst has been transferred, the OLT observes a large 

number of idle frames from the given ONU, and reduces its allocation accordingly. NSR 

DBA has the advantage that it imposes no requirements on the ONU, and the disadvantage 

that there is no way for the OLT to know how best to assign bandwidth across several ONUs 

that need more. 

In SR DBA, the OLT polls ONUs for their backlogs. A given ONU may have several so-

called transmission containers (T-CONTs), each with its own priority or traffic class. The 

ONU reports each T-CONT separately to the OLT. The report message contains a 

logarithmic measure of the backlog in the T-CONT queue. By knowledge of the service level 

agreement for each T-CONT across the entire PON, as well as the size of each T-CONT's 

backlog, the OLT can optimize allocation of the spare bandwidth on the PON. 

EPON systems use a DBA mechanism equivalent to GPON's SR DBA solution. The OLT 

polls ONUs for their queue status and grants bandwidth using the MPCP GATE message, 

while ONUs report their status using the MPCP REPORT message. 

Variants    

TDM-PON   
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APON/BPON, EPON and GPON have been widely deployed. EPON has approximately 40 

million deployed ports and ranks first in deployments. GPON growth has been steady, but 

fewer than 2 million installed ports. For TDM-PON, a passive optical splitter is used in the 

optical distribution network. In the upstream direction, each ONU (optical network units) or 

ONT (optical network terminal) burst transmits for an assigned time-slot (multiplexed in the 

time domain). In this way, the OLT is receiving signals from only one ONU or ONT at any 

point in time. In the downstream direction, the OLT (usually) continuously transmits (or may 

burst transmit). ONUs or ONTs see their own data through the address labels embedded in 

the signal. 

DOCSIS Provisioning of EPON or DPoE   

Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) Provisioning of Ethernet Passive 

Optical Network, or DPoE, is a set of Cable Television Laboratory specifications that 

implement the DOCSIS service layer interface on existing Ethernet PON (EPON, GEPON or 

10G-EPON) Media Access Control (MAC) and Physical layer (PHY) standards. In short it 

implements the DOCSIS Operations Administration Maintenance and Provisioning (OAMP) 

functionality on existing EPON equipment. It makes the EPON OLT look and act like a 

DOCSIS Cable Modem Termination Systems (CMTS) platform (which is called a DPoE 

System in DPoE terminology). In addition to offering the same IP service capabilities as a 

CMTS, DPoE supports Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) 9 and 14 services for the delivery of 

Ethernet services for business customers. 

Radio frequency over glass   

Radio frequency over glass (RFoG) is a type of passive optical network that transports RF 

signals that were formerly transported over copper (principally over a hybrid fibre-coaxial 

cable) over PON. In the forward direction RFoG is either a stand-alone P2MP system or an 

optical overlay for existing PON such as GEPON/EPON. The overlay for RFoG is based on 

Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM) -- the passive combination of wavelengths on a single 

strand of glass. Reverse RF support is provided by transporting the upstream or return RF 

into on a separate wavelength from the PON return wavelength. The Society of Cable and 

Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) Interface Practices Subcomittee (IPS) Work Group 5, 

is currently working on IPS 910 RF over Glass. RFoG offers backwards compatibility with 

existing RF modulation technology, but offers no additional bandwidth for RF based services. 

Although not yet completed, the RFoG standard is actually a collection of standardized 

options which are not compatible with each other (they cannot be mixed on the same PON). 

Some of the standards may interoperate with other PONs, others may not. It offers a means to 
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support RF technologies in locations where only fiber is available or where copper is not 

permitted or feasible. This technology is targeted towards Cable TV operators and their 

existing HFC networks. 

WDM-PON   

Wavelength Division Multiplexing PON, or WDM-PON, is a non-standard type of passive 

optical networking, being developed by some companies. 

The multiple wavelengths of a WDM-PON can be used to separate Optical Network Units 

(ONUs) into several virtual PONs co-existing on the same physical infrastructure. 

Alternatively the wavelengths can be used collectively through statistical multiplexing to 

provide efficient wavelength utilization and lower delays experienced by the ONUs. 

There is no common standard for WDM-PON nor any unanimously agreed upon definition of 

the term. By some definitions WDM-PON is a dedicated wavelength for each ONU. Other 

more liberal definitions suggest the use of more than one wavelength in any one direction on 

a PON is WDM-PON. It is difficult to point to an un-biased list of WDM-PON vendors when 

there is no such unanimous definition. PONs provide higher bandwidth than traditional 

copper based access networks. WDM-PON has better privacy and better scalability because 

of each ONU only receives its own wavelength. 

Advantages: The MAC layer is simplified because the P2P connections between OLT and 

ONUs are realized in wavelength domain, so no P2MP media access control is needed. In 

WDM-PON each wavelength can run at a different speed and protocol so there is an easy 

pay-as-you-grow upgrade. 

Challenges: High cost of initial set-up, the cost of the WDM components. Temperature 

control is another challenge because of how wavelengths tend to drift with environmental 

temperatures. 

TWDM-PON   

Time- and wavelength-division multiplexed passive optical network (TWDM-PON) is a 

primary solution for the next-generation passive optical network stage 2 (NG-PON2) by the 

full service access network (FSAN) in April 2012. TWDM-PON coexists with commercially 

deployed Gigabit PON (G-PON) and 10 Gigabit PON (XG-PON) systems. 

Long-Reach Optical Access Networks   

The concept of the Long-Reach Optical Access Network (LROAN) is to replace the 

optical/electrical/optical conversion that takes place at the local exchange with a continuous 

optical path that extends from the customer to the core of the network. Work by Davey and 

Payne at BT showed that significant cost savings could be made by reducing the electronic 
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equipment and real-estate required at the local exchange or wire center.  A proof of concept 

demonstrator showed that it was possible to serve 1024 users at 10Gbit/s with 100 km reach.  

This technology has sometimes been termed Long-Reach PON, however, many argue that the 

term PON is no longer applicable as, in most instances, only the distribution remains passive. 

Enabling technologies   

Due to the topology of PON, the transmission modes for downstream (that is, from OLT to 

ONU) and upstream (that is, from ONU to OLT) are different. For the downstream 

transmission, the OLT broadcasts optical signal to all the ONUs in continuous mode (CM), 

that is, the downstream channel always has optical data signal. However, in the upstream 

channel, ONUs can not transmit optical data signal in CM. Use of CM would result in all of 

the signals transmitted from the ONUs converging (with attenuation) into one fiber by the 

power splitter (serving as power coupler), and overlapping. To solve this problem, burst 

mode (BM) transmission is adopted for upstream channel. The given ONU only transmits 

optical packet when it is allocated a time slot and it needs to transmit, and all the ONUs share 

the upstream channel in the time division multiplexing (TDM) mode. The phases of the BM 

optical packets received by the OLT are different from packet to packet, since the ONUs are 

not synchronized to transmit optical packet in the same phase, and the distance between OLT 

and given ONU are random. Since the distance between the OLT and ONUs are not uniform, 

the optical packets received by the OLT may have different amplitudes. In order to 

compensate the phase variation and amplitude variation in a short time (for example within 

40 ns for GPON), burst mode clock and data recovery (BM-CDR) and burst mode amplifier 

(for example burst mode TIA) need to be employed, respectively. Furthermore, the BM 

transmission mode requires the transmitter to work in burst mode. Such a burst mode 

transmitter is able to turn on and off in short time. The above three kinds of circuitries in 

PON are quite different from their counterparts in the point-to-point continuous mode optical 

communication link. 

Fiber to the premises   

Passive optical networks do not use electrically powered components to split the signal. 

Instead, the signal is distributed using beam splitters. Each splitter typically splits the signal 

from a single fiber into 16, 32, or up to 256 fibers, depending on the manufacturer, and 

several splitters can be aggregated in a single cabinet. A beam splitter cannot provide any 

switching or buffering capabilities and doesn't use any power supply; the resulting connection 

is called a point-to-multipoint link. For such a connection, the optical network terminals on 

the customer's end must perform some special functions which would not otherwise be 
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required. For example, due to the absence of switching, each signal leaving the central office 

must be broadcast to all users served by that splitter (including to those for whom the signal 

is not intended). It is therefore up to the optical network terminal to filter out any signals 

intended for other customers. In addition, since splitters have no buffering, each individual 

optical network terminal must be coordinated in a multiplexing scheme to prevent signals 

sent by customers from colliding with each other. Two types of multiplexing are possible for 

achieving this: wavelength-division multiplexing and time-division multiplexing. With 

wavelength-division multiplexing, each customer transmits their signal using a unique 

wavelength. With time-division multiplexing (TDM), the customers "take turns" transmitting 

information. TDM equipment has been on the market longest. Because there is no single 

definition of "WDM-PON" equipment, various vendors claim to have released the 'first' 

WDM-PON equipment, but there is no consensus on which product was the 'first' WDM-

PON product to market. 

Passive optical networks have both advantages and disadvantages over active networks. They 

avoid the complexities involved in keeping electronic equipment operating outdoors. They 

also allow for analog broadcasts, which can simplify the delivery of analog television. 

However, because each signal must be pushed out to everyone served by the splitter (rather 

than to just a single switching device), the central office must be equipped with a particularly 

powerful piece of transmitting equipment called an optical line terminal (OLT). In addition, 

because each customer's optical network terminal must transmit all the way to the central 

office (rather than to just the nearest switching device), reach extenders would be needed to 

achieve the distance from central office that is possible with outside plant based active optical 

networks. 

Optical distribution networks can also be designed in a point-to-point "homerun" topology 

where splitters and/or active networking are all located at the central office, allowing users to 

be patched into whichever network is required from the optical distribution frame. 

Passive optical components   

The drivers behind the modern passive optical network are high reliability, low cost, and 

passive functionality. Single-mode, passive optical components include branching devices 

such as Wavelength-Division Multiplexer/Demultiplexers (WDMs), isolators, circulators, and 

filters. These components are used in interoffice, loop feeder, Fiber In The Loop (FITL), 

Hybrid Fiber-Coaxial Cable (HFC), Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), and 

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) systems; and other telecommunications networks 

employing optical communications systems that utilize Optical Fiber Amplifiers (OFAs) and 
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Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexer (DWDM) systems. Proposed requirements for these 

components were published in 2010 by Telcordia Technologies.  

The broad variety of passive optical components applications include multichannel 

transmission, distribution, optical taps for monitoring, pump combiners for fiber amplifiers, 

bit-rate limiters, optical connects, route diversity, polarization diversity, interferometers, and 

conherent communication. 

WDMs are optical components in which power is split or combined based on the wavelength 

composition of the optical signal. Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexers (DWDMs) are 

optical components that split power over at least four wavelengths. Wavelength insensitive 

couplers are passive optical components in which power is split or combined independently 

of the wavelength composition of the optical signal. A given component may combine and 

divide optical signals simultaneously, as in bidirectional (duplex) transmission over a single 

fiber. Passive optical components are data format transparent, combining and dividing optical 

power in some predetermined ratio (coupling ratio) regardless of the information content of 

the signals. WDMs can be thought of as wavelength splitters and combiners. Wavelength 

insensitive couplers can be thought of as power splitters and combiners. 

An optical isolator is a two-port passive component that allows light (in a given wavelength 

range) to pass through with low attenuation in one direction, while isolating (providing a high 

attenuation for) light propagating in the reverse direction. Isolators are used as both integral 

and in-line components in laser diode modules and optical amplifiers, and to reduce noise 

caused by multi-path reflection in high-bitrate and analog transmission systems. 

An optical circulator operates in a similar way to an optical isolator, except that the reverse 

propagating lightwave is directed to a third port for output, instead of being lost. An optical 

circulator can be used for bidirectional transmission, as a type of branching component that 

distributes (and isolates) optical power among fibers, based on the direction of the lightwave 

propagation. 

A fiber optic filter is a component with two or more ports that provides wavelength sensitive 

loss, isolation and/or return loss. Fiber optic filters are in-line, wavelength selective, 

components that allow a specific range of wavelengths to pass through (or reflect) with low 

attenuation for classification of filter types). 
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CHAPTER- 7 

SYNCHRONOUS OPTICAL NETWORKING  

Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET) and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) are 

standardized protocols that transfer multiple digital bit streams synchronously over optical 

fiber using lasers or highly coherent light from light-emitting diodes (LEDs). At low 

transmission rates data can also be transferred via an electrical interface. The method was 

developed to replace the plesiochronous digital hierarchy (PDH) system for transporting large 

amounts of telephone calls and data traffic over the same fiber without synchronization 

problems. SONET generic criteria are detailed in Telcordia Technologies Generic 

Requirements document GR-253-CORE.[1] Generic criteria applicable to SONET and other 

transmission systems (e.g., asynchronous fiber optic systems or digital radio systems) are 

found in Telcordia GR-499-CORE.  

SONET and SDH, which are essentially the same, were originally designed to transport 

circuit mode communications (e.g., DS1, DS3) from a variety of different sources, but they 

were primarily designed to support real-time, uncompressed, circuit-switched voice encoded 

in PCM format. The primary difficulty in doing this prior to SONET/SDH was that the 

synchronization sources of these various circuits were different. This meant that each circuit 

was actually operating at a slightly different rate and with different phase. SONET/SDH 

allowed for the simultaneous transport of many different circuits of differing origin within a 

single framing protocol. SONET/SDH is not a communications protocol in itself, but a 

transport protocol. 

Due to SONET/SDH's essential protocol neutrality and transport-oriented features, 

SONET/SDH was the obvious choice for transporting the fixed length Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode (ATM) frames also known as cells. It quickly evolved mapping structures and 

concatenated payload containers to transport ATM connections. In other words, for ATM 

(and eventually other protocols such as Ethernet), the internal complex structure previously 

used to transport circuit-oriented connections was removed and replaced with a large and 

concatenated frame (such as STS-3c) into which ATM cells, IP packets, or Ethernet frames 

are placed. 

Both SDH and SONET are widely used today: SONET in the United States and Canada, and 

SDH in the rest of the world. Although the SONET standards were developed before SDH, it 

is considered a variation of SDH because of SDH's greater worldwide market penetration. 
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SONET is subdivided into four sublayer with some factor such as the path, line, section and 

physical layer. 

The SDH standard was originally defined by the European Telecommunications Standards 

Institute (ETSI), and is formalized as International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

standards G.707, G.783, G.784, and G.803. The SONET standard was defined by Telcordia[1] 

and American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard T1.105. which define the set of 

transmission formats and transmission rates in the range above 51.840 Mbit/s. 

Difference from PDH  

SDH differs from Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH) in that the exact rates that are 

used to transport the data on SONET/SDH are tightly synchronized across the entire network, 

using atomic clocks. This synchronization system allows entire inter-country networks to 

operate synchronously, greatly reducing the amount of buffering required between elements 

in the network. Both SONET and SDH can be used to encapsulate earlier digital transmission 

standards, such as the PDH standard, or they can be used to directly support either 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) or so-called packet over SONET/SDH (POS) 

networking. Therefore, it is inaccurate to think of SDH or SONET as communications 

protocols in and of themselves; they are generic, all-purpose transport containers for moving 

both voice and data. The basic format of a SONET/SDH signal allows it to carry many 

different services in its virtual container (VC), because it is bandwidth-flexible. 

Protocol overview   

SONET and SDH often use different terms to describe identical features or functions. This 

can cause confusion and exaggerate their differences. With a few exceptions, SDH can be 

thought of as a superset of SONET. 

SONET is a set of transport containers that allow for delivery of a variety of protocols, 

including traditional telephony, ATM, Ethernet, and TCP/IP traffic. SONET therefore is not 

in itself a native communications protocol and should not be confused as being necessarily 

connection-oriented in the way that term is usually used. 

The protocol is a heavily multiplexed structure, with the header interleaved between the data 

in a complex way. This permits the encapsulated data to have its own frame rate and be able 

to "float around" relative to the SDH/SONET frame structure and rate. This interleaving 

permits a very low latency for the encapsulated data. Data passing through equipment can be 

delayed by at most 32 microseconds (µs), compared to a frame rate of 125 µs; many 

competing protocols buffer the data during such transits for at least one frame or packet 

before sending it on. Extra padding is allowed for the multiplexed data to move within the 
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overall framing, as the data is clocked at a different rate than the frame rate. The protocol is 

made more complex by the decision to permit this padding at most levels of the multiplexing 

structure, but it improves all-around performance. 

The basic unit of transmission  

The basic unit of framing in SDH is a STM-1 (Synchronous Transport Module, level 1), 

which operates at 155.520 megabits per second (Mbit/s). SONET refers to this basic unit as 

an STS-3c (Synchronous Transport Signal 3, concatenated). When the STS-3c is carried over 

OC-3, it is often colloquially referred to as OC-3c, but this is not an official designation 

within the SONET standard as there is no physical layer (i.e. optical) difference between an 

STS-3c and 3 STS-1s carried within an OC-3. 

SONET offers an additional basic unit of transmission, the STS-1 (Synchronous Transport 

Signal 1) or OC-1, operating at 51.84 Mbit/s—exactly one third of an STM-1/STS-3c/OC-3c 

carrier. This speed is dictated by the bandwidth requirements for PCM-encoded telephonic 

voice signals: at this rate, an STS-1/OC-1 circuit can carry the bandwidth equivalent of a 

standard DS-3 channel, which can carry 672 64-kbit/s voice channels. In SONET, the STS-3c 

signal is composed of three multiplexed STS-1 signals; the STS-3c may be carried on an OC-

3 signal. Some manufacturers also support the SDH equivalent of the STS-1/OC-1, known as 

STM-0. 

Framing  

In packet-oriented data transmission, such as Ethernet, a packet frame usually consists of a 

header and a payload. The header is transmitted first, followed by the payload (and possibly a 

trailer, such as a CRC). In synchronous optical networking, this is modified slightly. The 

header is termed the overhead, and instead of being transmitted before the payload, is 

interleaved with it during transmission. Part of the overhead is transmitted, then part of the 

payload, then the next part of the overhead, then the next part of the payload, until the entire 

frame has been transmitted. 

In the case of an STS-1, the frame is 810 octets in size, while the STM-1/STS-3c frame is 

2,430 octets in size. For STS-1, the frame is transmitted as three octets of overhead, followed 

by 87 octets of payload. This is repeated nine times, until 810 octets have been transmitted, 

taking 125 µs. In the case of an STS-3c/STM-1, which operates three times faster than an 

STS-1, nine octets of overhead are transmitted, followed by 261 octets of payload. This is 

also repeated nine times until 2,430 octets have been transmitted, also taking 125 µs. For both 

SONET and SDH, this is often represented by displaying the frame graphically: as a block of 

90 columns and nine rows for STS-1, and 270 columns and nine rows for STM1/STS-3c. 
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This representation aligns all the overhead columns, so the overhead appears as a contiguous 

block, as does the payload. 

The internal structure of the overhead and payload within the frame differs slightly between 

SONET and SDH, and different terms are used in the standards to describe these structures. 

Their standards are extremely similar in implementation, making it easy to interoperate 

between SDH and SONET at any given bandwidth. 

In practice, the terms STS-1 and OC-1 are sometimes used interchangeably, though the OC 

designation refers to the signal in its optical form. It is therefore incorrect to say that an OC-3 

contains 3 OC-1s: an OC-3 can be said to contain 3 STS-1s. 

SDH frame  

 

An STM-1 frame. The first nine columns contain the overhead and the pointers. For the sake 

of simplicity, the frame is shown as a rectangular structure of 270 columns and nine rows but 

the protocol does not transmit the bytes in this order. 

 

For the sake of simplicity, the frame is shown as a rectangular structure of 270 columns and 

nine rows. The first three rows and nine columns contain regenerator section overhead 
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(RSOH) and the last five rows and nine columns contain multiplex section overhead 

(MSOH). The fourth row from the top contains pointers. 

The Synchronous Transport Module, level 1 (STM-1) frame is the basic transmission format 

for SDH—the first level of the synchronous digital hierarchy. The STM-1 frame is 

transmitted in exactly 125 µs, therefore, there are 8,000 frames per second on a 155.52 Mbit/s 

OC-3 fiber-optic circuit. The STM-1 frame consists of overhead and pointers plus 

information payload. The first nine columns of each frame make up the section overhead and 

administrative unit pointers, and the last 261 columns make up the information payload. The 

pointers (H1, H2, H3 bytes) identify administrative units (AU) within the information 

payload. Thus, an OC-3 circuit can carry 150.336 Mbit/s of payload, after accounting for the 

overhead. Carried within the information payload, which has its own frame structure of nine 

rows and 261 columns, are administrative units identified by pointers. Also within the 

administrative unit are one or more virtual containers (VCs). VCs contain path overhead and 

VC payload. The first column is for path overhead; it is followed by the payload container, 

which can itself carry other containers. Administrative units can have any phase alignment 

within the STM frame, and this alignment is indicated by the pointer in row four. 

The section overhead (SOH) of a STM-1 signal is divided into two parts: the regenerator 

section overhead (RSOH) and the multiplex section overhead (MSOH). The overheads 

contain information from the transmission system itself, which is used for a wide range of 

management functions, such as monitoring transmission quality, detecting failures, managing 

alarms, data communication channels, service channels, etc. The STM frame is continuous 

and is transmitted in a serial fashion: byte-by-byte, row-by-row. 

Transport overhead 

The transport overhead is used for signaling and measuring transmission error rates, and is 

composed as follows: 

Section overhead 

Called regenerator section overhead (RSOH) in SDH terminology: 27 octets containing 

information about the frame structure required by the terminal equipment. 

Line overhead 

Called multiplex section overhead (MSOH) in SDH: 45 octets containing information about 

error correction and Automatic Protection Switching messages (e.g., alarms and maintenance 

messages) as may be required within the network. The error correction is included for STM-

16 and above.  

Administrative unit (AU) pointer 
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Points to the location of the J1 byte in the payload (the first byte in the virtual container).  

Path virtual envelope[edit] 

Data transmitted from end to end is referred to as path data. It is composed of two 

components: 

Payload overhead (POH) 

9 octets used for end-to-end signalling and error measurement. 

Payload 

User data (774 bytes for STM-0/STS-1, or 2,340 octets for STM-1/STS-3c). For STS-1, the 

payload is referred to as the synchronous payload envelope (SPE), which in turn has 18 

stuffing bytes, leading to the STS-1 payload capacity of 756 bytes.  

The STS-1 payload is designed to carry a full PDH DS3 frame. When the DS3 enters a 

SONET network, path overhead is added, and that SONET network element (NE) is said to 

be a path generator and terminator. The SONET NE is line terminating if it processes the 

line overhead. Note that wherever the line or path is terminated, the section is terminated 

also. SONET regenerators terminate the section, but not the paths or line. 

An STS-1 payload can also be subdivided into seven virtual tributary groups (VTGs). Each 

VTG can then be subdivided into four VT1.5 signals, each of which can carry a PDH DS1 

signal. A VTG may instead be subdivided into three VT2 signals, each of which can carry a 

PDH E1 signal. The SDH equivalent of a VTG is a TUG-2; VT1.5 is equivalent to VC-11, 

and VT2 is equivalent to VC-12.Three STS-1 signals may be multiplexed by time-division 

multiplexing to form the next level of the SONET hierarchy, the OC-3 (STS-3), running at 

155.52 Mbit/s. The signal is multiplexed by interleaving the bytes of the three STS-1 frames 

to form the STS-3 frame, containing 2,430 bytes and transmitted in 125 µs. Higher-speed 

circuits are formed by successively aggregating multiples of slower circuits, their speed 

always being immediately apparent from their designation. For example, four STS-3 or AU4 

signals can be aggregated to form a 622.08 Mbit/s signal designated OC-12 or STM-4. The 

highest rate commonly deployed is the OC-768 or STM-256 circuit, which operates at rate of 

just under 38.5 Gbit/s.[13] Where fiber exhaustion is a concern, multiple SONET signals can 

be transported over multiple wavelengths on a single fiber pair by means of wavelength-

division multiplexing, including dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) and 

coarse wavelength-division multiplexing (CWDM). DWDM circuits are the basis for all 

modern submarine communications cable systems and other long-haul circuits. 

SONET/SDH and relationship to 10 Gigabit Ethernet   
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Another type of high-speed data networking circuit is 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE). The 

Gigabit Ethernet Alliance created two 10 Gigabit Ethernet variants: a local area variant (LAN 

PHY) with a line rate of 10.3125 Gbit/s, and a wide area variant (WAN PHY ) with the same 

line rate as OC-192/STM-64 (9,953,280 kbit/s). The WAN PHY variant encapsulates 

Ethernet data using a lightweight SDH/SONET frame, so as to be compatible at a low level 

with equipment designed to carry SDH/SONET signals, whereas the LAN PHY variant 

encapsulates Ethernet data using 64B/66B line coding. 

However, 10 Gigabit Ethernet does not explicitly provide any interoperability at the bitstream 

level with other SDH/SONET systems. This differs from WDM system transponders, 

including both coarse and dense wavelength-division multiplexing systems (CWDM and 

DWDM) that currently support OC-192 SONET signals, which can normally support thin-

SONET–framed 10 Gigabit Ethernet. 

SONET/SDH data rates   

SONET/SDH Designations and bandwidths 

SONET Optical 

Carrier level 

SONET frame 

format 

SDH level and 

frame format 

Payload 

bandwidth [nb 3] 

(kbit/s) 

Line rate 

(kbit/s) 

OC-1 STS-1 STM-0 50,112 51,840 

OC-3 STS-3 STM-1 150,336 155,520 

OC-12 STS-12 STM-4 601,344 622,080 

OC-24 STS-24 – 1,202,688 1,244,160 

OC-48 STS-48 STM-16 2,405,376 2,488,320 

OC-192 STS-192 STM-64 9,621,504 9,953,280 

OC-768 STS-768 STM-256 38,486,016 39,813,120 

 

User throughput must not deduct path overhead from the payload bandwidth, but path-

overhead bandwidth is variable based on the types of cross-connects built across the optical 

system. 

Note that the data-rate progression starts at 155 Mbit/s and increases by multiples of four. 

The only exception is OC-24, which is standardized in ANSI T1.105, but not a SDH standard 

rate in ITU-T G.707.[4][9] Other rates, such as OC-9, OC-18, OC-36, OC-96, and OC-1536, 

are defined but not commonly deployed; most are considered orphaned rates. 
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 Physical layer  

The physical layer refers to the first layer in the OSI networking model.[16] The ATM and 

SDH layers are the regenerator section level, digital line level, transmission path level, virtual 

path level, and virtual channel level.[17] The physical layer is modeled on three major entities: 

transmission path, digital line and the regenerator section.[18] The regenerator section refers to 

the section and photonic layers. The photonic layer is the lowest SONET layer and it is 

responsible for transmitting the bits to the physical medium. The section layer is responsible 

for generating the proper STS-N frames which are to be transmitted across the physical 

medium. It deals with issues such as proper framing, error monitoring, section maintenance, 

and orderwire. The line layer ensures reliable transport of the payload and overhead 

generated by the path layer. It provides synchronization and multiplexing for multiple paths. 

It modifies overhead bits relating to quality control. The path layer is SONET's highest level 

layer. It takes data to be transmitted and transforms them into signals required by the line 

layer, and adds or modifies the path overhead bits for performance monitoring and protection 

switching.  

SONET/SDH network management protocols  

Overall functionality  

Network management systems are used to configure and monitor SDH and SONET 

equipment either locally or remotely. 

The systems consist of three essential parts, covered later in more detail: 

1. Software running on a 'network management system terminal' e.g. workstation, dumb 

terminal or laptop housed in an exchange/ central office. 

2. Transport of network management data between the 'network management system 

terminal' and the SONET/ SDH equipment e.g. using TL1/ Q3 protocols. 

3. Transport of network management data between SDH/ SONET equipment using 

'dedicated embedded data communication channels' (DCCs) within the section and line 

overhead. 

The main functions of network management thereby include: 

Network and network-element provisioning 

In order to allocate bandwidth throughout a network, each network element must be 

configured. Although this can be done locally, through a craft interface, it is normally done 

through a network management system (sitting at a higher layer) that in turn operates through 

the SONET/SDH network management network. 

Software upgrade 
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Network-element software upgrades are done mostly through the SONET/SDH management 

network in modern equipment. 

Performance management 

Network elements have a very large set of standards for performance management. The 

performance-management criteria allow not only monitoring the health of individual network 

elements, but isolating and identifying most network defects or outages. Higher-layer 

network monitoring and management software allows the proper filtering and troubleshooting 

of network-wide performance management, so that defects and outages can be quickly 

identified and resolved. 

Consider the three parts defined above: 

Network management system terminal   

Local Craft interface 

Local "craftspersons" (telephone network engineers) can access a SDH/ SONET network 

element on a "craft port" and issue commands through a dumb terminal or terminal emulation 

program running on a laptop. This interface can also be attached to a console server, allowing 

for remote out-of-band management and logging. Network management system (sitting at a 

higher layer). This will often consist of software running on a Workstation covering a number 

of SDH/SONET network elements 

TL1/ Q3 Protocols  

SONET equipment is often managed with the TL1 protocol. TL1 is an telecom language for 

managing and reconfiguring SONET network elements. The command language used by a 

SONET network element, such as TL1, must be carried by other management protocols, such 

as SNMP, CORBA, or XML. 

Q3 

SDH has been mainly managed using the Q3 interface protocol suite defined in ITU 

recommendations Q.811 and Q.812. With the convergence of SONET and SDH on switching 

matrix and network elements architecture, newer implementations have also offered TL1.  

Most SONET NEs have a limited number of management interfaces defined: 

TL1 Electrical interface 

The electrical interface, often a 50-ohm coaxial cable, sends SONET TL1 commands from a 

local management network physically housed in the central office where the SONET network 

element is located. This is for local management of that network element and, possibly, 

remote management of other SONET network elements. 

Dedicated embedded data communication channels (DCCs)  
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SONET and SDH have dedicated data communication channels (DCCs) within the section 

and line overhead for management traffic. Generally, section overhead (regenerator section 

in SDH) is used. According to ITU-T G.7712, there are three modes used for management:[21]  

• IP-only stack, using PPP as data-link 

• OSI-only stack, using LAP-D as data-link 

• Dual (IP+OSI) stack using PPP or LAP-D with tunneling functions to communicate 

between stacks. 

To handle all of the possible management channels and signals, most modern network 

elements contain a router for the network commands and underlying (data) protocols. 

Equipment  

With advances in SONET and SDH chipsets, the traditional categories of network elements 

are no longer distinct. Nevertheless, as network architectures have remained relatively 

constant, even newer equipment (including multi-service provisioning platforms) can be 

examined in light of the architectures they will support. Thus, there is value in viewing new, 

as well as traditional, equipment in terms of the older categories. 

Regenerator    

Traditional regenerators terminate the section overhead, but not the line or path. Regenerators 

extend long-haul routes in a way similar to most regenerators, by converting an optical signal 

that has already traveled a long distance into electrical format and then retransmitting a 

regenerated high-power signal. 

        Since the late 1990s, regenerators have been largely replaced by optical amplifiers. Also, 

some of the functionality of regenerators has been absorbed by the transponders of 

wavelength-division multiplexing systems. 

Add-drop multiplexer   

Add-drop multiplexers (ADMs) are the most common type of network elements. Traditional 

ADMs were designed to support one of the network architectures, though new generation 

systems can often support several architectures, sometimes simultaneously. ADMs 

traditionally have a high-speed side (where the full line rate signal is supported), and a low-

speed side, which can consist of electrical as well as optical interfaces. The low-speed side 

takes in low-speed signals, which are multiplexed by the network element and sent out from 

the high-speed side, or vice versa. 

Digital cross connect system    
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Recent digital cross connect systems (DCSs or DXCs) support numerous high-speed signals, 

and allow for cross-connection of DS1s, DS3s and even STS-3s/12c and so on, from any 

input to any output. Advanced DCSs can support numerous subtending rings simultaneously. 

Network architectures   

SONET and SDH have a limited number of architectures defined. These architectures allow 

for efficient bandwidth usage as well as protection (i.e. the ability to transmit traffic even 

when part of the network has failed), and are fundamental to the worldwide deployment of 

SONET and SDH for moving digital traffic. Every SDH/SONET connection on the optical 

physical layer uses two optical fibers, regardless of the transmission speed. 

Linear Automatic Protection Switching   

Linear Automatic Protection Switching (APS), also known as 1+1, involves four fibers: two 

working fibers (one in each direction), and two protection fibers. Switching is based on the 

line state, and may be unidirectional (with each direction switching independently), or 

bidirectional (where the network elements at each end negotiate so that both directions are 

generally carried on the same pair of fibers). 

Unidirectional path-switched ring    

In unidirectional path-switched rings (UPSRs), two redundant (path-level) copies of protected 

traffic are sent in either direction around a ring. A selector at the egress node determines 

which copy has the highest quality, and uses that copy, thus coping if one copy deteriorates 

due to a broken fiber or other failure. UPSRs tend to sit nearer to the edge of a network, and 

as such are sometimes called collector rings. Because the same data is sent around the ring in 

both directions, the total capacity of a UPSR is equal to the line rate N of the OC-N ring. For 

example, in an OC-3 ring with 3 STS-1s used to transport 3 DS-3s from ingress node A to the 

egress node D, 100 percent of the ring bandwidth (N=3) would be consumed by nodes A and 

D. Any other nodes on the ring could only act as pass-through nodes. The SDH equivalent of 

UPSR is subnetwork connection protection (SNCP); SNCP does not impose a ring topology, 

but may also be used in mesh topologies. 

Bidirectional line-switched ring   

Bidirectional line-switched ring (BLSR) comes in two varieties: two-fiber BLSR and four-

fiber BLSR. BLSRs switch at the line layer. Unlike UPSR, BLSR does not send redundant 

copies from ingress to egress. Rather, the ring nodes adjacent to the failure reroute the traffic 

"the long way" around the ring on the protection fibers. BLSRs trade cost and complexity for 

bandwidth efficiency, as well as the ability to support "extra traffic" that can be pre-empted 

when a protection switching event occurs. In four-fiber ring, either single node failures, or 
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multiple line failures can be supported, since a failure or maintenance action on one line 

causes the protection fiber connecting two nodes to be used rather than looping it around the 

ring. 

BLSRs can operate within a metropolitan region or, often, will move traffic between 

municipalities. Because a BLSR does not send redundant copies from ingress to egress, the 

total bandwidth that a BLSR can support is not limited to the line rate N of the OC-N ring, 

and can actually be larger than N depending upon the traffic pattern on the ring.[23] In the best 

case, all traffic is between adjacent nodes. The worst case is when all traffic on the ring 

egresses from a single node, i.e., the BLSR is serving as a collector ring. In this case, the 

bandwidth that the ring can support is equal to the line rate N of the OC-N ring. This is why 

BLSRs are seldom, if ever, deployed in collector rings, but often deployed in inter-office 

rings. The SDH equivalent of BLSR is called Multiplex Section-Shared Protection Ring (MS-

SPRING). 

Synchronization    

Clock sources used for synchronization in telecommunications networks are rated by quality, 

commonly called a stratum.[24] Typically, a network element uses the highest quality stratum 

available to it, which can be determined by monitoring the synchronization status messages 

(SSM) of selected clock sources. 

Synchronization sources available to a network element are:  

Local external timing 

This is generated by an atomic cesium clock or a satellite-derived clock by a device in the 

same central office as the network element. The interface is often a DS1, with sync-status 

messages supplied by the clock and placed into the DS1 overhead. 

Line-derived timing 

A network element can choose (or be configured) to derive its timing from the line-level, by 

monitoring the S1 sync-status bytes to ensure quality. 

Holdover 

As a last resort, in the absence of higher quality timing, a network element can go into a 

holdover mode until higher-quality external timing becomes available again. In this mode, the 

network element uses its own timing circuits as a reference. 

Timing loops   

A timing loop occurs when network elements in a network are each deriving their timing 

from other network elements, without any of them being a "master" timing source. This 

network loop will eventually see its own timing "float away" from any external networks, 
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causing mysterious bit errors—and ultimately, in the worst cases, massive loss of traffic. The 

source of these kinds of errors can be hard to diagnose.[25] In general, a network that has been 

properly configured should never find itself in a timing loop, but some classes of silent 

failures could nevertheless cause this issue. 

Next-generation SONET/SDH   

SONET/SDH development was originally driven by the need to transport multiple PDH 

signals—like DS1, E1, DS3, and E3—along with other groups of multiplexed 64 kbit/s pulse-

code modulated voice traffic. The ability to transport ATM traffic was another early 

application. In order to support large ATM bandwidths, concatenation was developed, 

whereby smaller multiplexing containers (e.g., STS-1) are inversely multiplexed to build up a 

larger container (e.g., STS-3c) to support large data-oriented pipes. 

One problem with traditional concatenation, however, is inflexibility. Depending on the data 

and voice traffic mix that must be carried, there can be a large amount of unused bandwidth 

left over, due to the fixed sizes of concatenated containers. For example, fitting a 100 Mbit/s 

Fast Ethernet connection inside a 155 Mbit/s STS-3c container leads to considerable waste. 

More important is the need for all intermediate network elements to support newly introduced 

concatenation sizes. This problem was overcome with the introduction of Virtual 

Concatenation. 

Virtual concatenation (VCAT) allows for a more arbitrary assembly of lower-order 

multiplexing containers, building larger containers of fairly arbitrary size (e.g., 100 Mbit/s) 

without the need for intermediate network elements to support this particular form of 

concatenation. Virtual concatenation leverages the X.86 or Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) 

protocols in order to map payloads of arbitrary bandwidth into the virtually concatenated 

container. 

The Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) allows for dynamically changing the 

bandwidth via dynamic virtual concatenation, multiplexing containers based on the short-

term bandwidth needs in the network. The set of next-generation SONET/SDH protocols that 

enable Ethernet transport is referred to as Ethernet over SONET/SDH (EoS). 
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